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FOREWORD

Soviet Military Doctrine: Its Continuilty 1960-1970, is a carefully

documented review of the subject as it is presented in the writings and

speeches of Soviet authorities. The study is divided into the Khrushbhev

Doctrine (1961-64) and Brezhnev Doctrine (1964-70). Th6 authoress,

Harriet Fast Scott, concludes by summarizing the most important constant

themes in Soviet military doctrines. The understanding of the continuity

of Soviet military doctrine as presented here contributes significantly

to the solution of the problems of continuity of various force appli-

cations in support of deterrent and war fighting strategies.

Q

Richard B. Foster
Strategic Studies Center
Stanford Research Institute
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INTRODUCTION

When addressing the XXIJ Party Congress in October, 1961, Marshal

of the Soviet Union Malinovsky, the Defense Minister, used a term which

scarcely had been mentioned in the USSR for many years - Soviet military

"doctrine. The theme of the Congress had been de-Stalinization. Military

doctrine, a term Stalin had not liked, not surprisingly, was revived as

the famed dictator was publicly denounced.

Marshal Malinovsky noted in particular that Nikita Sergeyevich

Khrushchev, in a speech at the IV Session of the Supreme Soviet in January

1960, had made a thorough analysis of modern war, and that this analysis now

formed the basis of Soviet military doctrine. Subsequent authors, even

after Khrushchev's ouster, speak of this January 1960 speech as the crucial

point ii the development of irilitary doc-rine, establishing a milestone that

was to last for at least a decade.

The examination of Soviet military doctr-ine which follows will attempt

to search out the very first public promulgations of this doctrine in the

January, 1960 speech by Khrushchev and trace these down to the eve of the

XXIV Party Congress in March, 1971.

This examination should give the reader- an understanding of the military

thinking that has been going on in,-the Soviet: Union during the last decade -

an understanding that is essential if the cu:rrent phase is to be intelligently

assessed. It also will provide a useful background from which to judge the

Jo I.



military pronouncements which will be made at the upcoming XXIV Party

Congress.

T.he background also is critically important for an inderstanding

of SALT and its implications. NATO planners must have an insight into

Soviet military thinking when discussing mutual force reductions with

their Soviet counterparts. Since this doctrine "represents a system of"

views officially adopted in a state on basic questions of war", it must also

relate to Vietnam and the Middle East.

Soviet theoreticians generally divide the post-World War II period

into three parts when discussing military affairs. The first part encom-

passes the period from the end of the war in 1945 until the death of Stalin

in 1953. This period was marked by intense efforts on studying the previous

war and in generalizing its lessons. At that: time there was a great strain

on the Soviet economy as they developed their own atomic bomb (1949) and

hydrogen bomb (1953). During these years thc:ir population was at a near

starvation level.

These nuclear advances in turn produced the second part of the post

war period - from the death of Stalin in 1953 until 1960. Freed from the

constraints imposed by Stalin, military men began to seek ways to integrate

the new weapon into their forces. It was not until 'Sputnik' orbited the

earth in October, 1957 that the*West realized the implications of Soviet

technology; that: the booster for the Sputnik could be combined with the

nuclear weapon, providing a weapon of unlimited range.

-2-



(9In the restricted Soviet military press it became apparent that the

'software' was being developed to go with the 'hardware.' Soviet writings

stressed that military science, "which investigaces the lass and regularities

of war" was working out questions of military art. "Military art is the

basic area of military science, and under it are included strategy, opera-

tional art and tactics." As military science reached certain conclusions

about the nature of future wars, new hardware was entering the weapons

inventory in quantity. Marxist-Leninist military theoreticians, especially

the famed young colonels such as Rybkin and Bondarenko, later noted that

this quantity of nuclear hardware reached a level which caused a qualitative

change to take place in the way war would be fought. In their words, "a

revolution had taken place in military affairs."

it had been centuries since a "revolution in milit.ary affairs" of such

importance had occurred. Soviet writers taught that this revolution affected

all facets of the military, and that it was not to be compared with a 'tantk'

revolution or an 'airplane' =,,u'.tion. The resulting changes were comparable

to the discovery of gunpowder. Before gunpowder, wars were fought with

cold steel weapons, or by objects thrown by mechanical contrivances. The

introduction of gunpowder fundamentally changed the nature of war itself.

At first, only a few guns were available. The immediate changes were gradual

and small. But inexorably the changes continued unt.il the whole fabric of

feudal society crumbled as the gunpowder revolution continued.

In just this way the nuclear weapon and the rocket have ushered in the

missile age, in which the old relationships and old rules simply do not apply.

0



Tile man with the gun - be it rifle, machine gun or cannon - is no longer

decisive in war. The nuciear-armed missile, with its vast destructive power,

is now the decisive factor.

To utilize this new weapon, a new Service of the Soviet Armed Forces -

the Strategic Rocket Troops - was created in December 1959. And to go with

the new hardware, software in the form of a new Soviet military doctrine

had to be provided. This marked the beginning of the third stage in the

post-World War II period, and it has continued for a decade.

There appears to be a seven or eight year cycle in this post war

doctrinal development. A shift of emphasis in doctrine began abcut 1967,

which in part -nay have been due to the 6-day war in the Middle East, the

continuing war in Vietnam and possibly the adoption of 'flexible response'

by NATO. Perhaps even more important for this modification of the 1960

doctrine have been Soviet successes in matching, and in some cases surpassing,

the United States in quantity and quality of nuclear weaponry. Under their

nuclear umbrella the Soviet leadership may feel more confident of successiully

utilizing conventional forces for limited objectives.

Are the S:viet doctrinal writings produced to inform and to teach the

members of their ,..a Armed rorces, or are they published as 'dis-information',

to deliberately deceive the realer? To answer this c.iestion one should look

at the evidence. These wriLings over the past docadc can be compared with

the weapons systems that actually exist. The doctrine uritten in the first

half of the past decade called for wea'ons such as t:,e SS-9, FOzs, AB.1s and

* According t: Soviet writers, Lenin produced their first military doctrine.
The major charge to this was made by Mikhail Frunze in 1924, after the

C) Sovict 'civil war' had ended. The next change was in 1939, in preparation
for World War II. Thie last change made was in 1960.
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nuclear submarines. The doctrinal shift in the second half of the decade,

while not major, called for a continuance of both strategic offensive and

defensive weapons, and at the same time pointed to the need for improvements

in non-nuclear warfare capability.

The evidence will be presented in the pages to follow. It will include

as many references to Soviet military doctrine as can be found in major

military works published over the past ten years. Side by side comparisons

of various editions (f the same books will be presented, showing how shifts

in emphasis have 1iken pla-,e. Whole sections, which repeat the same basic

doctrine again and again, but each with little nuances of emphasis, will

be shown,

F
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PART A The Khrushchev Doctrine: 1960 - 1964

Before beginning, the Soviet definition of military doctrine will be

given so that the reader will understand the frimework of the subject under

investigation. According to the Soviets:

MILITARY DOCTRINE -- a system oE scientifically based views,
officially adopted on a state, on basic fundamental qnestions of

-war. It is the expression of the views of the country's leading
political body on questions of the political appraisal of a future
war, the attitude of the state to war, the determination of the
nature of a future war, the preparation of' the country for war in an

economic and moral relation; on questions of building and training
the armed forces and also of methods of waging war.

Military doctrine is directly dependent on the social system,
on state aims in the area of foreign and Oomestic policy, on the
economic, moral-political and cultural condition of the country.
In the determination of the fundamental tenets of military doctrine,
the level of science, technology, and the military technical equip-
ment of the country's armed forces, the conclusions of military
science and views of the probable enemy are taken into consideration. I

This is a basic definition used by Soviet writers when discussing

military doctrine. Note that there are two sides to military doctrine:

the political side and the military technical side. As will be shown, the

political side is the dominant side.

1. 1960 - Khrushchev's Speech to the IV Session of the Supreme Soviet:

Disarmament -- the way to a Sure Peace and Friendship Between

Tr, opTe s

on January 14, 1960, Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev delivered a major

policy speech before the IV session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR.

This speech later was published in pamphlet form as "Disarmament -- the

Way to a Sure Peace and Friendship Between Peoples."

-
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In this speech, despite the irony of its title, Khrush-:hev outlined

the basis of the new Soviet military doctrine a- a doctrine which was to be

based on the decisiveness of nuclear weapons. The import of Khrushchev's

statements was not immediately apparent. Some if ',),s remarks, such as

references to the creation of new "rocket units,' were not clear at the

time. It was not until Marshal Malinovsky made reference to this speech

in his address to the XXII Party Congress in October, 1961, giving credit

to Khrushchev for having formulated the basic features of the new doctrine,

that its significance was recognized.2 As long as man had been the

A.decisive force, then the enemy's armed forces had to be the main target.

As the nuclear weapon became decisive, then the destruction of the enemy's

nuclear weapons was added as part of the main target for military operations,

along with th. destruction of his armed forces, his economic base for waging

war and his state government.

In 1960 Khrushchev emphasized the following points, which were to be

iestated by scores of other Soviet spokesmen over the next decade:*

1I. As stated at the XX and XXI Congress•es of the CPSU, there is no

longer any fatal inevitability of wat.

2. War will not begin, as it did earlier, by invasion of the
frontiers; war will begin deep in the interior, and: "not a
single capital, no large industrial or administiative center, and
no strategic area will remain unattacked in the very first
minutes, let alone days, of the war."

3. A surprise strike is possible but could not by itself win a war.
Rockets would be duplicated in such a way that those surviving
the initial strike would be able to rebuff the aggressor
effectively.

* See appendix I for text in full.(p. 74)



4. The USSR has atomic and hydrogen weapons, and rockets to deliver them.
If attacked, the USSR would "wipe the country or countries attacking
us off the face of the earth." The LDSR would suffer a great deal,
sustain great losses, but would survive. The West would suffer more.
For if the West starts a new war, it would be not only their last war,
but also the end of capitalism.

5.. Rocket units have been newly formed.

6. The Soviet Union, having better, more perfect rockets than the U.S.,
will do everything to keep its lead until agreement on disarmament is
reached.

7. The standing army of the Soviet Union was to be reduced because a
country's defense jotential depends on firepower, not on the number
of men under arms.

Most Americans reading this speech knew that a number of Khrushchev's

assertions were inaccurate representations of the relative strategic balance

at this particular time. Implementation of the new doctrine meant new weapons

systems, new rules and regulations for the Soviet Armed Forces and alterations

in Soviet military training. Approximately one decade is required between

the time a new weapons system is initiated until it is combat ready in opera..

tional units. Therefore, it is not surprising that the full effect of the new

doctrine announced by Khrushchev was not fully appreciated in the United States

until its veapons -- the SS-9, atomic submarines armed with nuclear missiles,

ABMs, Fr's. mobile missiles and so on, were to become terms frequently occurring

in the Western. ross.

The most controversial point in Khrushchev's 1960 speech was the troop

reduction statement. Several reasons suggest themselves as camses for these

reductions: the space program which was co launch the first man to orbit the

C0
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earth in 1961, the new expensive weapons, the poor condition of agriculture

and housing, and the manpower shortage in industry caused by the reduced war-

time birthrate.

At a press conference in 1965, Marshal Sokolovsky* stated that the number

of troops previously mentioned as the goal of reduction efforts had been reached.

He noted that the time limit mentioned earlier (omitting tile fact that Khrushchev

had made the statement) had not been possible Pecause of the international situa-

tion then prevailing.

There was even talk of reverting to a territorial militia system. The

title of the speech should be remembered and a]so its theme, which was dis-

armament. Khrushchev used such terms as "in due course", or "looking ahead"

when speaking of a territorial militia. Malinovsky's 1962 pamphlet, "Vigilantly

Stand Guard Over the Peace," made it clear that the propbsal was studied in the

course of writing the new Party Program, which was introduced at the XXII Party

Congress. The previous program "had spoken of a peoples' militia as the long-

range fLm of Armed Forces of a socialist state." In the end, neither a cadce

army nor a territorial militia was singled out for the Party's stamp of approval.

* Sokolovsky had beea the Chief of the General Staff at the time

Khrushchev made his 1960 speech. Sokolovsky was under no compulsion to
bring up this rather painful subject again, especially since Khrushchev
had openly been accused of 'harebrained schemes', of which this appeared to
be one, unless the Marshal felt a personal interest in it. Was Khrushchev
speaking for himself when he made these statements for troop reduction or
had his Chief of Staff and the Marshals put him up to it?

o)



2. 1961" Communiasm Peace and Happinessifor the Peoples

In statements concerning Soviet military doctrine, it is not always

clear to what kind of war they are referring. The speech with the Orwellian

title, "Communism - Peace and Happiness for the People" made by Khrushchev

on 6 January 1961, defined the types of wars which could be fought. He

spoke of three possible types in the futu.-: world-war, local war and wars

of national liberation. The first two were imperialist wars and therefore

"unjust" from the imperialist side. The latter -- wars of national liberation -•

were categorized as "just wars." Though his categories later were criticized
for mixing size with political content, at the time his pronouncements prevailed.

According to Khrushchev:*

The imperialists are preparing war chiefly against the socialist
countries, and above all agaiLnst the Soviet Union, the most powerful
of the socialist countries ....

About local wars. There is much talk in the imperialist camp today
about local wars, add the imperialists are even making small-caliber
atomic weapos for use in such wars. They have concocted a special theory
on local ware ... A small-scale imperialist. war, no matter which of the
imperialist. starts it, may develop into z world thermonuclear war. We
must, thefr.fore, fight against world wars and against local wars ....

About national-liberation wars: Recent examples of wars of this
kind are the armed struggle waged by the people of Vietnam and tho
present war of the Algerian people .... These are liberation wars, a war
of independence waged by the people. It is a sacred war. We recognize
such wars; we have helped and shall continue to help peoples fighting
for their freedom.... These uprisings cannot be identified with wars
between count'ries, with local wars, because the insurgent people fight
for the right: of self-determination, for their social and independent
national development .... Communists support just wars of this kind whole.-
heartedly and without reservation....

A world war in present conditions would be waged with missiles and
nuclear weapons, that is, it would be the most destructive war in history....
The victory of socialism on a world scale, inevitable by virtue of the
laws of history, is now near. Wars between countries are not needed for
this victory .... The Central Committee and the Soviet government will con-
tinue to doarerything to increase the military might of our country,
since the imperialists are continuing the arms drive .... 4

* A more complete text can be found in appendix 2 on page 81.
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3. 1961- The XXII Congress of the Conmunist Party qf the Soviet Union

As already noted, the basic features of a new military doctrine were

given by Khrushchev in January, 1960. At the XXII Party Congress, in October

of 1961, this new military doctrine was explained in greater detail by the

Minister of Defense, Marshal of the Soviet Union Rodion Ya. Malinovsky. His

words should be carefully studied:

All work in this area, we, the military, have conducted under the
guidance of the decisions of the Central Committee of the Party and the
Soviet government. The fundamental concrete tasks of the Armed Forces
and the direction of military structuring in our country in present-day
circumstances was distinctly and expressively laid down by our Supreme
Commander-in-Chief Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev in his historical
speech at the IV session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR in 1960.
In the report, a deep analysis of the nature of modern war, which lies
at the base of Soviet military doctrine, was given. Om of the important
positions of this doctrine is that a world war, if it nevertheless is
unleashedby the imperialist aggressors, will inevitably take the form
of nuclear rocket war, that is, such a war where the main means of

.striking will be the nuc.lear weapon and the basic means of delivering
it to the target will be the rocket. In connection with this, war will
also begin differently than before and will be conducted in a different
way.

The use of atomic and thermonuclear weapons, with unlimited possi-
bilities for their delivery to any target in calculated minutes with
the aid of rockets, permits the achievement of decisive military result3
in the shortest period of time at any distance and over enormous territory.
As objects or crushing nuclear strikes, along with groupings of the enemy
armed forces, will be industrial and vital centers, communications junc-
tions, everything that feeds war.

A future world war, if not prevented, will take an unprecedentedly
destructive character. It will lead to the death of hundreds of millioas
of people, and whole countries will be turned into lifeless deserts
covered with ashes.

It must be said that this is well understood also by the ruling
circles of the West, and therefore they are trying to achieve their
partial aggressive goals by waging local 'little' wars with the use
of conventional and tactical atomic weapons.

In spite of the fact that in a future war the decisive place will
belong to the nuclear rocket weapon, we nevertheless come to the conclu-
sion that final victory over the aggressor can be achieved only as a
result of the joint actions of all the services of the armed forces.

-11-



This is why we are giving the necessary attention to Perfecting all
kinds of weapons, teaching the troops skillfully to us? them and to
achieve decisive victory over the aggressor.

We also consider that in contemporary circumstances, a future
"world war will be waged, in spite of enormous losses, by massive,
multimillion armed forces.

The Presidium of the Central Committee of the Party and the
Soviet government-have demanded and are demanding from us that special
attention be given to the beginning period of a possible war. The
importance of this period is that the first massive nuc'ear strikes
can, to an enormous degree, predetermine the whole subsequent course
of the war, and lead to such losses in the interior and in the troops
that the people and the country might be placed in exceptionally serious
circumstances.

Evaluating circumstances in reality, it must be taken into
account that the imperialists are preparing a surprise nuclear
attack against the USSR and other socialist countries. Therefore,
Soviet military doctrine considers the most important, the main and
paramount task of the Armed Forces to be: to be in constant readiness
for the reliable repulse of a surprise attack of the enemy and to
frustrate his criminal plans.

The fact is that in contemporary circumstances, any armed conflict
inevitably will escalate into general nuclear rocket war if the nuclear
powers are involved in it. Thus, we must prepare our Armed Forces, the
country and all the people for struggle with the aggressor, first of all
and mainly, in conditions of nuclear war.

Our country is big and wide. It is less vulnerable than capitalist
countries. But we clearly recognize that this would be for us an
exceptionally severe war. We are deeply convinced that in this war,
if the imperialists thrust it on us, thesocialist camp will win and
capitalism will be destroyed forever. 5

4. 1962 - Military Strategy, tst edition

In August 1962, the new direction of the Soviet Armed Forces, basically

stated by Khrushchev in 1960 and outlined in detail by Marshal Malinovsky in

1961, was re-stated in the most significant military work of the sixties, the

famous Military Strategy. This was written by a group of Soviet military

* See appendix 3 for more complete text. p. 85.
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authors under the direction of Marshal of the Soviet Union V.D. Sokolovsky.

The book does not deal with doctrine, as its authors explain, but with its

implementation. For:

In relation to military doctrine, military strategy occupies a
subordinate position. Generally, principal positions are determined
by military doctrine whereas military strategy, preceding from these
general positions, works out and researches concrete questions con-
cerning the nature of a future war, the preparation of the country
for war, the organization of the armed forces and the methods for con-
ducting the war. 6

In the chapter entitled "The Nature of Modern War," the authors of

Military Strategy sum up its features thus:

This analysis of the essence of modern war, the conditions
under which it arises, and the ways and means of waging it makes it
possible to draw the following fundamental generalized conclusions
concerning the possible nature of a future war.

In the modern era, despite the fact that war is not fatally
inevitable, and desniLe the unrelenting struggle for peace by the
Soviet Union and the entire socialist camp, as well as by all men
of good will, the occurrence of wars is nct excluded. The bases for
such a conclusion are the insoluable economic and political contra-
dictions of imperialism, the violent clasE struggle in the international
arena, the aggressive course of the politics of world reaction, and,
above all, the U.S. Monopolists, as well zs the intensified preparation
for war by tne imperialist countries.

If a war against the USSR or any other socialist country is un-
leashed by the imperialist bloc, such a war inevitably will take the
nature of a world war' with the majority of the countries in the
world participating in it.

In its political and social essence a new world war will be a
decisive armed clash between two opposed world nocial systems. This
war will naturally end in victory for the proqrcssive Cornnunist social-
economic system over the reactionamycaoitalist social-economic system,
which is historically doomed to destruction. The guarantee for suzh
an outcome of the war is the real balance between the political, economic
and military forces of the two systems, which has changed in favor of
the socialist camp. However, victory in a future war will not come by
itself. It must be thoroughly prepared for and assured.

-13- .



A new world war will be a coalitionwar-. The military coalition
of the capitalist countries (NATO, CENTO, SEATO) will be on one side
while the coalition of the socialist countries (WARSAW PACT) will be
on the other side.

Given the acute class nature of a future world war, in which
each side will set for itself the most decisive political and military
goals, the attitude of the people toward the war will acquire tremendous

importance. Despite the fact that large amounts of qualitatively new
military equipment will be used in the war, the armed combat will be
waged by mass armed forces. It will necessarily involve many millions
of people for guaranteeing the needs of war and work in the economy.
Therefore, the attitude of the mass populace toward the war will un-
avoidably have a decisive effect on its final outcome.

From the point of view of the means of armed combat, a third
world war will be first of all a nuclear rocket war . The mass use of
nuclear-particularly thermonuclear weapons will impart to the war an
unprecedented destructive and devastating nature. The main means of

attaining the goals of the war and for solving the main strategic and
operationol problems will be rockets with nuclear charges. Consequently,
the leading service of the Armed Forces will be the Strategic Rocket
Troops, while the role and par pose of the other services will be essen-
tially changed. At the same time, final victory will be attained only
as a result of the mutual efforts of all services of the Armed Forces.

The basic method of waging war will be massed nuclear rocket

attacks inflicted for the purpose of destroying the aggressor's means
of nuclear attack and for the simultaneous mass destrL.-tion and devas-
tation of the vitally important objectives comprising the enemy's
military, political, and econormic might, for crushing his will .o
resist, and for achieving victory within the shortest period of time.

The center of gravit.y of the entire armed combat under -hese
conditions is transferred from the zone of contact between the adversaries,
as was the case in past wars, into the depth of the enemy's location,
including the most remote regions. As a rasu it, the war will require
an unprecedented spatial scope.

Since modern means of combat make it possible to achieve exception-

ally great strategic results in the briefest time, the initial period
of the war will be a decisive importance for the outcome of the entire war.

and also methods of frustrating the aggre!,sive designs of the enemy

by the timely infliction of a shattering attack upon him. In this

regard the main problem of Soviet military strategy is the development

of methods for reliably repelling a surprise nuclear attack of an
aggressor. A satisfactory solution of this problem is determi'Led

primarily by the constant high level of combat readiness of the Soviet

Armed Forces especially the Strategic Rocket Troops. This task, which

follows from the decisions of the XXII Congress cf the CPSU, is the'

main one for our Armed Forces and it must always be the center of atten-

tion of commanders and staffs of all ranks and of the political and

party machinery.



The enormous possibilities of nuclear rocket weapons and other
means of combat enable the goals of war to be attained within a rela-
tively short time. Therefore, in order to insure the interests of our
country, it is necessary to develop and perfect the ways and moans of
armed combat, anticipating the attainment of victory over the aggressor
first of all within the shortest possible time, with the least possible
losses, but simultaneously it is also necessary seriously to prepare
for a protracted war.

The ability of a nation's economy to engage in mass production
of military equipment, especially nuclear rocket weapons, to create
a superiority over the enemy in modern nreans of armed combat determines
the material prerequisites of victory. A decisive factor for the outcome
of a future will be the ability of the economy to assure the maximum
strength of the Armed Forces, in order to inflict a devastating strike
upon the aqgreosor during the initial pe;,iod of the war.

Victory in war is determined not only by military and technical
superiority, which is assured, on the whole, by the advantages of the
socio-econamic and political systems, but also by the ability to organize
the defeat of the enemy and effectively to use the available means of
combat. Far this purpose, a thorough scientifically well-founded pre-
paration of the nation for'war against an aggressor and a high level
of military art of the commanders and troops are required. Success iii
a future war will also depend on the extent to which the level of develop-
ment of miLitary strategy corresponds to the requirements of a modern
war.7

5.. 1962 - Mar.rism - Leninism on War and the Army,

In late 1962, within a few months of the publication of Military Strategy.,

the third edition of Marxism-Leninism on War and the Army, written by

the Department of Dialectical and Historical Materialism of the Lenin Military-

Political Acadeny appeared. Its authors reflected the same nuclear emphasis

given in Military Strategy. They also dealt with doctrinal matters. The

main ideas of this doctrine are:

In its. social and political character a future war, if the

imperialists succeed in unleashing it, will be an embittered armed
clash of two diametrically opposed social systems, a-struggle between
two coalitions - socialist end imperipliut, in which-each of the sides
will pursue the most decisive goals.
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By the nature of the means used, such a war will inevitably be
nuclear rocket, and therefore unprecedentedly shattering and destruc-
tive. The main role in the war will be played by the Sirategic Rocket
Troops and also Troops of PVO (air defense) and PL.O (antimissile defense).In spite of the fact that a decisive place will belong to the nuclear

rocket weapon, final victory over the aggrebsor can be achieved only
as a result of joint actions of all the services of the armed forces
which must in full measure use *the results of the nuclear rocket
strikes on the enemy and fulfill their tasks. Modern world war will
demand massive multimillion-man armies.

In size a nuclear rocket war will be an intercontinental war.
This is conditioned both by its socio-pQlitical content and also by
the presence on both sides of rockets of any radius of action, nuclear
rocket-carrying submarines and also strategic bombers. War will envelop
practically all our planet.

It will be waged by absolutely other methods. 'Earlier the direct
goal of military actions was the defeat of the enemy's armed forces
without which it was impossible to reach the most important strategic
centers of the enemy. Now the situation is different. "The use of
atomic and thermonuclear weapons with urlimited possibilities for its
delivery to any target in a few minutes with the help of rockets will
permit the achievement of decisive military results in the shortest
period of time at any distance and over enormous territory. Objects
of crushing nuclear blows along with grcups of enemy armed forces will
be industrial and vital centers, communications centers, everything
that feeds war." (R. Ya. Malinovsky at the XXI,( Congress CPSU.)

Combat actions of the ground troops will be characterized by high
maneuverability and dynamism, headlong movement forward over many
hundred of kilometers. A solil stable front will be impossible. The
borderline between the front and the rear will be in effect erased.

The baginning period of the war, when the basic nuclear strikes,
which can independently decide not only operational-tactical but also
strategic tasks, will be delivered, will play a special role. "The.
importance of this period is that the first mass nuclear strike can
to a large degree predetermine the whole subsequent course of the war
and cause .3uch losses in the interior and in tihe troops as might
place the people and the country in an exceptionally difficult position."
(R. Ya. Malinovsky. Speech at the XXII Congress CPSU).

Sovie: military doctrine proceeds from the fact that the imperial-
ists are p:reparing a surprise nuclear rocket attack against the USSR
and the cther socialist countries. Therefore, the main and paramount
task of the Armed Forces is to be constantly ready to repulse a sur-
prise enemy attack and to frustrate his criminal plans. 8

16
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6. 1962 VigiZlantly Stand Guard Over the Peace

In early October, 1962, the United States learned that the Soviets

were putting offensive missiles into Cuba. In Moscow, the printers had

just begun to set the Minister of Defense's booklet into print. Vigilantly Stand

Guard Over the Peace, by Marshal of the Soviet Union R. Ya'. Malinovsky,

was printed before the last of the missiles and bombers left Cuba. In this

booklet, Malinovsky mentioned the way the crisis was settled and expanded

on the theme presented the year before at the XXII Party Congress.

The second chapter of this pamphlet reaffirms the basic military

doctrine of the Soviet Union. As stated by the Soviet Minister of Defense:

"Military doctrine has two sides: political and military-technical."

The political side emphasizes that the decisions of the XX, XXI, and

XXII Party Congresses provided fundamental inputs for renovating and develop-

ing the political side of military doctrine. Basically, these points were

that war is no longer a fatal necessity, world war has a real possibility Df

being excluded from life even before the complete victory of socialism, but

the possibility remains of the imperialists tnleashing some form of aggres.ion.

Themilitary-technical side is determined, according to Marshal Malinovsky,

by two factors:

1. The radical changes in armaments and equipment;

2. The comoat training of the troops, their moral-fighting qualities.

Sovlet: military doctrine is based: on the superiority of the
Armed Forces of the USSR over the armies of the most powerful countries
of capitalies both in military-technical means and in a moral-fighting
relationship.

The essence of Soviet military aocýr~ne, stresses Marshal Malinovsky,

is that:

0
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A future war, if the imperialists succeed in unleashing it, will
be a decisive armed clash of two opposed social systems, in character
of the means used, it inevitably will be thermonuclear, such a war in
which the main means of .ot.struction will be the nuclear weapon and the
basic means of its delivery to the target, the 'rocket .... Now war might
arise without the traditional clearly threatening period, by surprise,
as a result of the mass use of long-range rockets armed with powerful
nuclear warheads.

Despite the likelihood of a surprise attack, Marshal Malinovsky warns

that world war may grow out of a local conflict. However, the Marshal asserts

that the imperialists talk of 'preveptive' war thus forcing the USSR:

To be constantly ready for the reliable repulse of a surprise
attack of the enemy and for frustrating his criminal plans.

Targets foc crushing nuclear strikes, along with groupings of the

enemy's armed forces will be, according to the Minister of Defense Malinovsky,

industrial and administrative centers, communLcations centers and every-

.thing that feeds war.

( To escape the lethal consequences of world war, the West, including

the USA, is trying, asserts the Marshal, "to achieve its aggressive goals

'by way of waging local 'little' wars with the use of conventional, and as

the American gernerals say, tactical nuclear weapons." Soviet ,.ilitary

doctrine considers such wars unjust and aggressive. Such wars at any time

might escalate (pererasti) into world nuclear war. "No matter where tacti-

cal atomic weapons are used against us," threatened Malinovsky, "it will

evoke a crushing retaliatory strike."

As for the duration of a possible future war, Malinovsky states that

"now no one can reject the possibility of a swift war." At tht- same time,

he added, "it might not be limited just to strikes with the nuclear weapoI~s.

It might be protracted."
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SFinal victory over the aggressor can be achieved only as the
result of the combined actions of all services of the armed forces,

Jof all ki.nds of wapons.

A future war will require mass multimillion-man armies.

Since any military conflict, when the major powers are drawn
into it, threatens inevitably to escalate into all-inclusive nuclear
war, then we must prepare our Armed Forces, the country and all the
people first of all and primarily to struggle with the aggressors in
conditions of nuclear war.

In a final warning, Malinovsky declares that:

Soviet military doctrine will change and will have additions ....
Even its principles might change depending on actual historical con-
ditions.

9

This delineation of doctrine was quite complete. The statements made

by Malinovsky have been quoted again and again by Soviet writers -- whether

officers mith degrees in military science from the General Staff Academy,

the Frunze Military Academy, or by the officers with degrees in philosophical

science from the Lenin Nilitary-Political Academy,--up through 1970.

7, 1963 Military Strategy, 2nd edition.

A year ifter the first edition of Militaryl Strategy appeared, a second

edition made its appearance. The additions and corrections made in the

,R.I on dealt mainly with the role of the Central Committee. One major

change was in the sentence:

In the event of the unleashing of war by the imperialist bloc
against the USSR or any other socialist country, such a war might

assume the character of a world war with the participation of the
majority of countries of the world.

Might replaces the word inevitably which appeared in the first edition.

Four paragraphs were added which deserve our attention.,

One of the fundamental questions is the problem of assuring
quantitative and qualitative military-technical superiority over
the probabl.e aggressor. This requires the possession of an appropriate



military-economic base and the broadest enlistment of the forces of
( science atd technology to resolve this problem.

The Central Committee of the CPSU and the Soviet government are
constantly devoting their most diligent attention to this, aiming at
practical resolution of thi basic questions of the build-up, not only
of the Armed Forces as a whole,. but also of the services and branches
of service; they are also giving key attention to the development of
military equipment and new weapons of war; and, the main thing, they
are raising the mobilization potential of the country's economy.

The correct military-technical policy of the Central Committee
of the Comnunist Party, the successes of industry and the outstanding
achievements of Soviet science and technology have enableus to create,
in a comparatively short period, a powecful, qualitatively new material-
technical base for the outfitting of the army and navy with modern
military equipment, in the first instance, rockets.

Suffice it to say that the entire fundamental reorganization of
the Soviet Armed Forces occasioned by the incorporation into them of
nuclear and rocket weapons, and also radioelectronic equipment, has
been and is being effected on the basis of the decisions of the Central
Committee of the CPSU which made a scientific determination of the
general direction of development of modern means of fighting and of
the probable nature of a future world war between the camps of imperialism
and socialism.

After statiag that a future war will in all probability be swift, the

authors, in dialectical fashion, add;

However the war may also be protracted which will demand long
and maximum effort from the army and the people. Therefore, we must
also be ready for a prolonged war, and prepare human and material
resources for this contingency.10

8. 1964 On. Soviet: Military Science

The second edition of On Soviet Military Science appeared in 1964.

Its authors were General Majors S.N. Kozlov and M.V. Smirnov and Colonels

I.S. Baz' and P.A. Sidorov. They repeated, in a slightly different way,

earlie.- statements on doctrine.

Soviet military doctrine, based on the data of military science,
considers that a nuclear rocket war, if it is unleashed by the imperialists,
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will be a short and swift-moving war. 'The nuclear rocket we-pon,
having great power, can put out of action individual countries in
numbered days and even hours. Having defined a'nuclear rocket war
as short andswift-moving, Soviet military doctrine at the same time
considers that the armed forces and the country as a whole must be
also ready for waging a possibly more or less lengthy armed struggle.

Soviet military doctrine considers that a nuclear rocket war
might be launched by surprise, without any kind of warning, without
a declaration of war.

It is not excluded that war might begin also by way of escalation
(pererastaniye) of a limited conflict iito a world one, more or less
gradually. But no matter how war begins, the first strikes of the
nuclear rocket weapon might be decisive. Therefore, Soviet military
doctrine views the beginning period of war as an exceptionally impor-
tant stage in its conduct. Events of the beginning, period might have
a decisive! influence on the furth, r course of the war and or. its
final result.

This is why the efforts of the Soviet military science in con-
temporary circumstances must be directed toward the deep study of the
nature of the beginning period of war, at determining the most effective
methods and forms of armed struggle in chis period.

Soviet military doctrine bears an offensive character. However,
the offensiveness of SovieL military doctrine has nothing in common
with aggrc,3sj.veness and the predatory tendencies of the military doc-
triae of the USA and its allies. The Soviet Union and the countries
of the socialist camp are not planning i:o attack whomever it might be.
But if they are attacked, then they will attempt to conduct a war,
which was forced on them by their enemios, in the most offensive manner,
in order to achieve the crushing of the enemy in the shortest period
of time.

Soviet military doctrine gives decisive significance in war to
the nuclear rocket weapon. At the same tire it considers that along
with nuclear rocket strikes of a strategic and operational-tactical
character the armed forces will use conventional weapons and conduct
broad offensive operations on land, at sea and in the air for the
purpose of the final defea.t: of the enemy, for his complete capitulation,

Soviet military doctrine considers that successes in contemporary
armed struggle will be achieved not by any single weapon or service of
the armed forces but by the combined efforts of all services of the
armed forces and services branches with the leading role of the rockeL
troops of strategic designation. Only as a result of the armed forces
and service branches, taking into account the role, place and designation
of each of them in actual conditions, is it possible to achieve strategic
goals in war and successes in battle and operations.
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.... Taking into account the features of modern mass armed forces
) and their colossally growing firepower- Soviet military doctrine con-

siders that the organization of the services of the armed forces and
the service branches must be sufficiently flexible and varied to answer
to the different condl.:ions of waging armed struggle.

A new important phenomenon in modern war is the development of
so-called civil defense.

... in conclusion, Soviet military doctrine has great importance
for tle further strengthening of the defense capability of our Nother-
land and of all other countries of the world socialist camp. However,
doctrine is not dogma but a guide co action. The principles set forth
in Soviet military doctrine have the force of law and our military
cadres are guided by them in all military actions. Doctrine is no
substitute for actual, organized creative work. On the contrary,
doctrine -- is a basis which gives the organizer's work a purposeful
character, assures unity of views and efforts directed at raising the
military might of the Soviet government and at achieving victory in
war, if the imperialist aggressors unleash it. This is why the deep study
of military doctrine by all of our mili'tary cadres, the skillful app-
lication of all its positions and regulal:ions has great significance
in the work of training and educating all personnel of the Soviet Armed
Forces.11

The last copy of On Soviet Military Sciencc was barely off the

presses when Nikita S. Khrushchev, quoted so many times in its pages, departed

the Soviet political scene. His ouster was thought to presage changes in

the military doctrine of the country.

-
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B. The Brezhnev Doctrine: 1964-1970

1. 1965 Problems of the Revolution in Military Affairs

Within a week of Khxushchev's outster, Problems of the Revolution in

MilZitary Affairswent to the printers. All sixteen articles had appeared

before in the pages of Communist of the Armed Forces or in Red Star. Mar-

shals and generals abounded on the list of authors. This volume quickly

set the record straight -- Khrushchev or no Khrushchev, the party's poli-

cies remained intact.

The fourth article in the collection was "On Soviet Military Doctrine"

by Professor General Colonel N. A. Lomov, at that time Head of a Department

of the Academy of the General Staff. The article had originally appeared

in Red Star, 10 January 1964, while Khrushchev still was in power.

Lomov advanced four familiar features of a possible world nuclear-roc."et

* war:

A new world war, if the impe,•"alists unleash it, in its political
content uill be a struggle oi two opposed world systems -- the
socialist: and the capitalist...for its waging both sides will
have to use mass, multimillion-man armies. Both sides will pursue
the most decisive political goals iu it.

It will be a coalitional from both sides.

It will be a nuclear war. One of the most important positions
of Soviet: military doctrine is that a world war, if it nevertheless
is unleashed by the imperialist aggressors, inevitably will assume
the nature oZ a nuclear rocket war. Its inherent peculiarities are;

a) it is the most destructive and damaging war.

b) Industrial and economic objcctives and administrative and
political centers with high concentrations of population might
undergo nuclear rocket strikes in the very first minutes, and,

c) The possibility of massive nuclear rocket strikes in combina-
tion with surprise of action of their delivery will give the
armed struggle absolutely new features which will change the
principles of using the various services of the at -id forces
and will pose special demands for preparing the country and
the army for war.
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d) It will be intercontinental because both sides have inter-
continental rockets, nuclear submarines equipped with rockets

y and also strategic bombers.

Lomov also states that a new world war might appear as the result either

of a surprise attack from the side of an aggressive bloc or by escalation of

a local war. However, Professor General Lomov asserts that a surprise nuclear

attack is more probable. In closing, he states that:

Final victory will be achieved by the ,joint actions of all
services of the armed forces. 12

2. 1965 Marxism - Leninism on War and the Army

The fourth edition of Marxism - Leninism on War and the Army was one

of the first books in the "Officer's Library" when it began publication $.n

1965. The authors were almost the same as those who had written the second

and third editions. In 1966, the book was nominated for .the Frunze Prize.*

In any analysis of the continuity of Soviet. military doctrine between

the regimes of Khrushchev and Brezhnev, this edition of Marxism - Leninism

on War and the Armyj is invaluable. For an earlier edition had appeared in

1962, a contemporcry of the first edition of Sokolovsky's Military Strategy.

By comparing the early' and later editions of this book it is possible to make

a detailed comparison of the evolution of Soviet. doctlrine over the critical

1962 - 1965 period. The following analysis will. show what portions of the

doctrine remained unchanged, and where modifications were made. 13

* The Frunze Prize for the writing of "excellent mifttary or military
historical works", has been awarded annually since it was rpproved by
the council of Ministers in 1965.
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Comparison of the 3rd (1962) and 4th (1965) editions.

p. 357 and p. 337 respectively:

(1962) (1965)

According to its social and political character, a future war, if the
imperialists succeed in unleashing it, will be a fierce armed clash of two
diametrically opposed social systems, a struggle between two coalitions --
socialist and imperialist -- in which each side will pursue the most deci-
sive goals.

According to the means use, such a war will inevitably be

nuclear rocket * thermonuclear

and therefore unprecendentedly destructive and annihilating. The main role
in the war will be !2 layed by the Strategic Rocket Troops and also the Troops
of PVO /air defen.,e/ and PRO /anti-missile defense/. In spite of the fact
that d-ecisive p".ace will belong to the nuclear rocket weapon, final vic-
tory over the aggressor can be achieved only as a result of the combined
actions of all the services of the Armed Forces which must in full measure
use the results o:* the

nuclear rocket strikes nuclear strikes

( on the enemy and :fulfill their missions.

Modern world war vill demand massive *
multimillion-man armies. *

According to its size .............. . . . . . . .

a nuclear rocket war * a nuclear war
,

will be an intercontinental war. This is conditioned both by its socio-
political content and by the presence on both sides of rockets of any
radius of action, atomic rocket-carrying submarines and also strategic
bombers. War will actually emcompass the whole of our planet.

It will be waged by absolutely different methods. Formerly the direct
goal of military operations was the

* complete and utter

defeat of the enemy's armed forces without which it was impossible to reach
the most important strategic centers of the enemy. Now the situation is
different. The u:3e of

0
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atomic and thermonuclear weapons with * the nuclear rocket weapon
unlimited possibilities for their delivery *

K.) to any target in a few minutes with the *
help oi rockets *

will permit the achieving of decisive military results at any distance and
over enormous territory in the shortest period of time.

* In the event of war,

industrial and political centers, communications centers, everything that
feeds war will be the objects of crushing nuclear strikes along with enemy
groups of armed forces.

Combat actions of the ground forces will be characterized by high
maneuverability and dynamism, swift movement over many hundreds of kilometers.
A solid, stabilizc:d front will become impossible. Essentially, the division
between the front and the rear will be erased.

The beginning period of the war will play a special role, the time

in which the basic nuclear strikes which * in which the nuclear strikes
can independently decide not only * will be carried out, having not
operational-tactical but also strategic * only operational-tactical but
tasks. The importance of this period * also strategic significance.
is that *

the first mass nuclear strike * The first such massive nuclear
• strikes

can to a large degree predetermine all the subsequent: course of the war, and
bring such losses to the rear areas and to the t:roops that the people and the
country might be placed in exceptionally difficult circumstances.

* Consequently, the beginning
* period can have a decisive

* influence on the final result
* of the war.
,

Soviet military doctrines proceeds from the• fact that the imperialists are
preparing a surprise

nuclear rocket * nuclear

attack against the USSR and other socialist courtries.

• At the same time it takes into
* account the possibility of waging
* war with conventional weapons.

Therefore the imain and imnediate task of the Armed Forces is to be constantlyo• ready to repulse a surprise attack by the enemy and to frustrate his criminal
plans.-
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In the preceding comparison there are two important changes. First, the

1962 edition had the sentence, "Modern world war will demand massive multi-

million-man armies" and this sentence was dropped from the 1965 editicn.

Second, the 1965 edition has added the sentence, "'At the same time it takes

into account the possibility of waging war with conventional weapons."

It remains something of a mystery why the 1965 edition dropped the re-

quirement for "massive multimillion-man armies". Other equally authoritative

books published after 1965 retain this concept as a part of Soviet military

doctrine.

The addition,".... the possibility of waging war with conventional weapons",

was significantly revised in a still later, 1963 edition of the same book.

The statement becomes: "at the same time it takes into account the possibility

of conducting military operations with conventional weapons and the possibility

of their escalation into military operations wi:h the use of the nuclear rocket

weapons." This change warrants careful analysi.s. Note again that in 1965 there

was "the possibility of waging war with conventional weapons". In 1968 this was

changed to "the possibility of conducting military operations with conventional

weapons" and further, this sentence added in 1968 concludes with ",he possi-

bility" of escalation to the use of nuclear rocket weapons in such military

operations. (underlining added to above quotat:.ons).

As will be shown later, this formulation o! doctrine in the 1968 edition

was used by Marshal Grechko several times in 19'0, when he spoke of "the

possibility of conducting combat actions with weapons". The point made and

which should be stressed is the fact the conventional weapons might be used,

not because a nuclear policy has been abandoned, but precisely because a strong

nuclear policy is in effect.
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3. 1966 The History of Military Art

Q) The History of Military Art , another of the books of the "Officer's

Library", is the result of collaboration betweei the Lenin Military-Political

Academy and Frunze Military Academy. Chapter 17, presented here in part,

was written by the editor, Professor Colonel A.A. Strokov, Doctor of Historical

Sciences. By 1970, Strokov became a General Major and served as a deputy

cominandant of the Military History Institute of the Ministry of Defense. in

1966 he was head of the Department of the History of Military Art at the Lenin

Military Political Academy. Strokov's own wordf. provide an excellent summary:

The Communist Party and its Central Committee, concentrating
their activity on solving the problem of the reconstruction of all
military affairs, worked out Soviet military doctrine. What are the
basic positions which make up the content of Soviet military doc-
trine on the questior of the nature of waging war?

A future war, if the imperialists unlcash it against the socialist
countries, will become a world war; the main forces of the world will
be drawn into it, and it will be a war of two coalitions with opposing
socio-political systems. It will be a decisive clash of two opposed
socio-political systems. The basic contradiction of the modern world
was is a continuation of politics. It is 'politics through and through,"
V.I. Lenin wrote. The nature of the political goal, Lenin noted in the
margin of Claosewitz' book On f*ar, has a decisive influence on waging
war. War between countries of the capitalist and socialist systems will
have a violent and an acutely defined class nature of a fight to the
death; it predetermines the extreme decisi-veness of goals and plans,
methods, and forms of waging it...

World war will inevitably assume the nature of a nuclear rocket
war with the main means of destruction in the wa- being the nuclear
rocket weapon and the basic manner of delivering it to the target
being the rocket of various types ....

A future world war, in spite of the crushing power of the nuclear
rocket weapon, will demand multimillion-man armies and the participa-
tion in it of the people of the belligerent countries ....

Victory will be achieved by the combined forces of all services of
the armed forces and the service arms, with the decisive role of the
strategic rocket troops.
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Soviet military doctrine takes into account that world thermo-
nuclear war might be swift-moving. Now no one can deny -- MarshallQ) of the Soviet Union R. Ya. Malinovsky writes -- the possibility of
swift-moving war, primarily because the first surprise nuclear rocket
strike could carry unprecedented destructions, annihilate an extremely
large number of troops in places of their usual quartering, and
destroy a great part of the inhabitants of the major cities. At the
same time, it is absolutely clear that, depending on the conditions
of the way the war starts, the armed struggle -- not for life but to
death -- will not be limited only to rtrikes of the nuclear weapon
but can be drawn out and can demand long and utmost effort of all
forces of the army and the country as a whole. War may assume a
more or less lengthy nature ....

The most acute problem of contemporary war is the problem of its
beginning period in which the attacking side seeks primarily to carry
out a surprise strike and to seize the strategic initiative....

The beginning to a new war will be qualitatively different. The
ccatent will be changed and the significanc~e of the beginning period
of the war will grow immeasurably. The main burden of the war will
shift to the beginning period. The unlimited application of the
nuclear rocket weapon and its maximum use in the very first crushing
strike will encompass all the territory of the countries which are
subjected to the nuclear rocket strike and will destroy and demolish
"their most important political, economic, and military objectives ....

The massive and .surprise use by the imperialists of the nuclear
rocket weapon is the main danger. Soviet military doctrine considers
the frustration of a surprise attack of the enemy and carrying to him
a crashing blow as the main immediate task of the Armed Forces. The
constant high readiness of our Armed Forces is the prerequisite for
this ....

Soviet military doctrine considers that world war can break out
growing out of a local conflict - a local war which is being waged in
a limited territorial region (one or two countries) and with limited
forces and means. It is built on the waging of war in conditions of
using nuclear rocket and conventional weapoas.

Soviet military doctrine correctly evaluates the ties and mutual
dependence of material and moral factors, the ties and mutual depen-
dence of man and equipment. It gives first place in waging war to man
who has created the equipment and guides it. 14

4. 1966 The XXIII Congress of the Comunist Party of the Soviet Union

The XXIII Congress of the CPSU was held from March 29 to April 8, 1966.

Party Congresses are considered by the Communists as milestones. They provide

tII policy guidance in the period until the next Congress. Decisions, statements
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and resolt.tions frequently will be quoted in books and magazines as the source

for some facet of doctrine. Traditionally, the most important speech at the

Congress is the report of the Central Committee made by the General Secretary*

(in this case, Brezhnev.) Those sections which refer to the military are as

follows:

In the sphere of military cooperation, there has been a further
consolidation of our relations with the socialist countries in the
face of growing aggressive acts on the part of the imperialist forces
headed by the USA, a strengthening and improvement of the mechanism
of the Warsaw Pact. The Warsaw Pact is the reliable protector of the
gains of the peoples of the socialist countries. The armies of the
Warsaw Pact countries are equipped with the most up-to-date weapons.
In field exercises, in the air and at sea, cooperation between the
armed forces of the allied states is being developed, the power .f
modern weapons tested and the fraternity of the armed forces of the
Warsaw Pact countries strengthened. If the need arises the closely
knit family of signatories to the Pact will rise solidly in defense
of the socialist system, and the free life of our peoples, and de-
liver a crushing blow at any aggressor.

As far as the CPSU is concerned we shall continue to do all we
can to extend and consolidate military cooperation of the fraternal
socialist countries.

The socialist countries play.a special, role in the defense of
peace. We are well aware of this, and for that reason the CPSU shows
tireless concern for strengthening our country's defensive might and
consolidating our military alliance with oliher socialist countries.

• ~The CPSU sees its duty in keeping the Sovie~t people in a state of

unceasing vigilance with regard to the intrigues of the enemies of
peace and does everything to prevent the aggressors, if they try to
violata peace, from ever taking us by surprise and to make certain
that retaliation overtakes them inexorably and promptly.

Comrades, while exposing the aggressive policy of imperialism
we are consistently and unswervingly pursuing a policy of peaceful
coexistence of states with different social systems. This means that
while regarding the coexistence of states with different social systems
as a form of the class struggle between socialism and capitalism the
Soviet Union consistently advocates normal, peaceful relations with
capitalist co-intries and a settlement of controversial interstate
issues by negotiations, not by war. The Soviet Union firmly stands
for non-interference in the internal affairs of other countries, for
respect of their sovereign rights and the inviolability of their
territories.

* The title of "First Secretary" was changed to "General Secretary" by
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It goes without saying that there can b! no peaceful coexistence
where matters concern the internal processes of the class and national-

j k..2 liberation struggle in the capitalist countries or in the colonies.
Peaceful coexistence is not applicable to the relations between
oppressors and the oppressed, between colonists and the victims of
colonial oppression.

The achievements in economic development have enabled us to equip
the Army and Navy with the most highly perfected nuclear rocket weapuns
and other armaments of the latest design. The armaments of the Soviet
troops are on a level with modern requirements and their striking power
and-firepower are sufficient to crush any aggressor.

We must never forget the possibility of future trials that may
again fall to the lot of the Soviet people. In the present strained
and complicated world situation it is our duty to maintain untiring
vigilance. The Party deems it essential to ensure the further develop-
ment of the defense industry, to perfect nuclear rocket weapons and
all other types of armaments. This is essential to the security of
our country.

We must perfect civil defense, improvwe the patriotic work of
preparing the people, especially the youth, for defense, increase
the patronage of the enterprises, educational establishments, state
and collective farms over army formations and units, and do more for
the officers and men of the Soviet Army and their families. This is
a matter for the entire Party and for all the Soviet public.

The Communist Party, the Soviet Govern-ment and our entire peopie
appreciate the honorable and hard labor of the soldiers, sailors,
sergeants, petty officers, officers, generals and admirals, show great
love for their Armed Forces and are proud of their glory won ir ;ttle.
The Party will in the future continue to strengthen in every w the
defense potential of the Soviet Union, increase the might of th
Armed Forces of the USSR, and maintain the troops at a level of ,-
paredness that will reliably ensure the peaceful labor of the Sov:
People.

Alexei Kosygin, the Chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers read the

outline of the 1966-1970 economic plan which waE designed to make the Party's

directives a reality. The new five-year plan, according to Kosygin, fully

supported the Armed Forces:

The Soviet Union's defen~o industry is being steadily and thoroughly
improved on the basis of indusctial and technological progress. While
increasing the output of weapons, much attention was devoted to the
development and production of new weapons Lud to the enhancement of the
combat and technical specifications of our arms.

0-1
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The Soviet Army, Navy and Air Forces now have the most powerful
modern weapons.

We are proud of our talented scientists, designers, engineers,
technicians and workers of the defense industry who are developing
weapons of the highest class. 18

It goes withcut saying that in the next five years, taking the
present international situation into account, the Central Committee
and the Government will continue to strengthen the country's defense
capacity and maintain our Armed Forces ac such a level as to crush
the aggressor should he dare to encroach upon the peaceful labor of
the Soviet people. 19

The Resolutions of the 23rd Congress are most important. The Section

dealing with foreign policy is vital to the understanding of Soviet military

doctrine. In this section, the fourth part of the first Resolution on tile

world situation, it was stated that:

4. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union proceeds in its
foreign policy from the basic interests of the Soviet people and
"its internationalist revolutionary duty to the fraternal sociali3t
countries and the working people of all countries. The foreign
policy of the Soviet -Union, together with t:hat of other socialist
countries, is aimed at securing favorable internatinal conditions
for the building of socialism and commiuni.sn; strengthening the
unity and cohesion, the friendship and fraternity of the socialist
countries; supporting the national liberation movements and main-
taining all-round cooperation with the young developing countries;
upholding consistently the principle of the peaceful coexistence
of states with different social systems, firmly repelling the
aggressive forces of imperialism and delivering mankind from the
threat of a new worid war.

To consolidate and protect peace, it is necessary continuously
to build up the might of the peace-loving forces, to promote their
activity and to secure the participation of: the broad masses in the
struggle for peace. The socialist countries play a special role in
safeguarding the peace. Our Party is convinced that the conclusion
of the world cotmmunist movement on the posEibility to bridle the
aggressor and avert a new world war is correct.

The Soviet Union has always favored, and will continue to favor,
normal relations with all countries and the settlement of international
issues by negotiation, rather than war. It. should be firmly stressed,
however, that the principle of peaceful coexistence does not apply to
relations between oppressors and oppressed, .etween colonialists and
the victims of colonial oppression.
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The CPSU gives full support, and will continue to support,the
just struggle for liberation waged by the heroic people of Vietnam.
It will continue to give the people political, material and moral
support. It is the firm and consistent view of the CPSU, of the
entire Soviet people that an end should be put to US aggression in
Vietnam, that US troops must be withdrawn from South Vietnam and that
the people of Vietnam must be given a chance to settle their domestic
affairs on their own.

Considering L__- the aggressive forces of imperialism are
aggravating international tension and creating hotbeds of war, the
CPSU will continue to sharpen the vigilance. of the Soviet people,
and to reinforce the defense potential of the USSR, so that the
Soviet Armed Forces be ever ready to defend the gains of socialism
dependably and deal a crushing blow to any imperialist aggression.

The Con.,ress fully approves the activities of the Central
Committee of the CPSU and the Soviet Government in the field of
foreign policy, and supports the program of measures proposed in
the Central Cotmnittee Report, to settle key problems of world poli-
tics in the interests of the peoples, to strengthcn world peace and
international security. 20

Economic achievements, reported in the second resolution, are reflected

in the Armed Forces:

Achievements in science and industry have enabled the Soviet
Armed Forces to be equipped with the latest weapons. It is essential
to continue :o perfect the production of weapons of defense, in order
for the Soviet Army to have the most modern, and formidable arms. 21

As for the next five-year p •

The fivw-year plan shall ensure a further growth of the Soviet
Union's defense potential, which will safeguard the Soviet people and
the whole soc-ialist community still more dependably from the danger
of imperialis;t aggression, and reinforce the positions of the peace-
loving and liberation forces all over the dorld.

While steadfastly pursuing a foreign policy of peace and working
for the implementation of the disarmament proposals, it is essential
to keep our irmed Forces supplied with the most modern types of weapons.
Growth of the Soviet Union's defense potential is a necessary condition
for safeguarding peace and the security of.the peoples. 22

5. 1966 Tactics

The book, Tactics, written by a group of professors at ti'e Frunze Military

O Academy, was heralded as the first work of its kind since 1941. Although its



main subject is the tactics of ombined arms battle in nuclear rocket war,

doctrine also is discussed. Tfctics, nominated in 1968 for the Frunze Prize,

also is one of the books in th4 "Officer's Library" series. Its authors

state:

In contemporary conditions Soviet Army Tactics are developed
taking into consideration~the availability of new weapons, first of all
the nuclear weapon, the changing character of armed combat and the
requirements of Soviet military doctrine, the possibility of surprise
attack of an aggressor on ou i Motherland and the role of the beginning
period of the war which has grown enormously.

At the present time the presence of nuclear weapons and other
powerfL'i means of destruction, and the high mobility of troops,
significantly increase the possibility of surprise attack by an
aggressor, and its resulcs might be catastrophic. Therefore.the
most important task of tactics is to develop and to implement
measures assuring constant combat readiness of units and subunits
to conduct combat actions in complicated air and ground cond .tions.

In modern battle the nuclear weapon is the most powerful means
-of defeating the enemy. Its skillful use permits inflicting major
losses in men and equipment on the enemy in the shortest period of
time, striking strong points, destroying fortifications and other
objectives, cceating zones of radioactive contamination of the
locality, and also affecting the morale of the troops ....

Therefora the determination of the met.hods of use in battle of
the nuclear weapon and combatting the enemy's nuclear weapon, the
methods for the most effective use by the troops of the results of
nuclear strike6 and protecting the troops from weapons of mass des-
truction is the main task of tactics. 23

6. 1966 MethodoZogical Problemc of Military Teory and Practice (isL Edition)

Methodological Problems of ALiiltary Theory and Practice was written by

the Department of Marxist-Leninist Philosophy at the Lenin Military-Political

Academy. General Major S.N. Kozlov wrote Lhe chapter entitled "Military Doctrine

and Military Science." A second edition of this book appeared in 1969, and tae

changes between the two editions will be discussed later.* General Kozlov, in

I O 1966, assured his readers:

S See p.53.
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k'•1 I. Military doctrine is formed from, and based on military science.

2. Once formulated, doctrine sets important problems before military

science.

3. There cannot be two military dottrines within a state.

4. Doctrine is based mainly on ideas of war waged with nuclear rocket
weapons.

5. Doctrine is wholly oriented toward the future, while military
science studies the past as well.

6. Military science can have various and e'en contradictory points
of view, various presentations and evaluations.

7. The main thing is to assure supremacy over the probable enemy,
guaranteeing certain and full defeat for him in the event of war.

8. Military doctrine must avoid extremes and'hare-brained' schemes.

9. With the appearance of the nuclear rocket weapon, past experience
has diminished in importance and scientific prognbsis of the future
has increased.

10. To halt in military affairs -- means inevitably to fall behind and
be beaten.

11. Within doctrine, there arc divisions into strategic, operational
and tactical lines, reflecting the same idea on different scales. 24

it should be noted that General Kozlov was one of the authors of On Soviet

Military Science , and also Marxism - Leninism on War and the Army.

7. Z90? V. I. Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces, Ist edition

One of the outstanding books for 1967 was V.1". Lenin and the Soviet

Armed Forces, written by members of the faculty at the Lenin Military-Political

Academy. In 1968, 't won the Frunze Prize. Colonel A. A. Babokov, author of

chapter 3, stresses the effect of the XXTII Party Congress on military policy:

In determi'.ing the tasks of the upcoming five-year !'Ian, the XXIII
Congress CPSIJ pointed out the necessity to henceforth display constant
concern so that our Armed Forces aill have the most. modern kinds of
military equipm-nt.
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() In its military policy the Party proceeds from an evaluation of
the nature of the modern era, from the fundamental tasks of communist
construction, from the necessity of the maintenance and increase of
the military superiority over imperialism which has been achieved.
The Party accurately determines the tasks of the Armed Forces, the way
and methods of their solution and directs the efforts of the people
and of all the governmental and social organizations toward creating a
reliable defense of the country.

This interesting section will be examined again when the second edition

of V.I. Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces, published in 1969, is discussed.*

Soviet military doctrine is outli.ned in chapter 4 of this book, specifically

identified as having been written by Colonel A.A. Strokov. It will be recalled

that he was the editor of The Riistory of Military Art, which has already been

discussed. lie writes:

The Communist Party has worked out a military doctrine answering
to the demands of modern war and the modern stage of organization of
the Armed Forces. What are its basic positions on the nature of future
"war if the perialists unleash it?

Was will inevitably become a world nuclear rocket war and will
draw into the armed struggle the main countzries of the world. The bloc
of aggressive imperialist states will face the countries of the socia-
list community. The main striking force w'.ll be the nuclear weapon and
the basic means of delivering it to the target will be rockets of
various types.

The war unleashed by the imperialists against the socialist
countries will be a decisive 'clash of two c'ppofed socio-political
systems and in it will be decided the basic contradictions of our era --
the contradiction between socialism and imperialism. War will assume

a fierce, acute class character which will predetermine the extreme
decisiveness of goals and plans, the method~s and forms of waging it.
It will take on an unprecedentedly widespread scope, an intercontinental
character. The strategic nuclear rocket weapon permits carrying the
center of gravity of the armed conflict out of the zone of direct con-
frontation of troops, out of the bounds of the frontal positions into
the interior, and the achieving of decisive military results at any
distance and on enormous territory. The war will be characterized by
unprecedented destruction and by an annihilating character.

The war will draw into its orbit multimillion-man armies. Victory
will be achieved only by the combined efforts of all the services of
the armed forces and the service branches. Military actions will be
characterized by dynamics and high maneuverability. Solid stable fronts
will be absent and also the former boundaries between the front and the
rear will disappear.

* See p.61.
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World nuclear rocket war might be short and swift-moving. At the
same time, depending on conditions of its springing up, the armed fight
to the death will not be limited only to strikes of the nuclear weapon.
War may be protracted and* demand long and extreme effort of all the
forces of the army and the country as a whole.

Soviet military doctrine considers that a world war might grow out
of a local conflict -- a local war. It gives due importance to conven-
tional armaments and their use not only in connection with local wars.
It is dangerous to underestimate the role of conventional weapons.

The unlimited application of the nuclear rocket weapon and its
maximum use in the first crushing strike will encompass the whole of
the territory of the country undergoing nuclear rocket atLack. From
the very beginning, strategic groups of all the services of the armed
forces will be introduced into the war and it will assume a universal
character. The war will begin with the strategic groupings available.
The carrying out of a surprise strike will permit the seizure of the
strategic initiative.

The most important, most central task of the Armed Forces is con-
sidered by Sovtiet military doctrine to be: to be in constant readiness
for the sure r'epulse of an enemy surprise attack and to frustrate 'his
criminal plans;. A surprise attack is the' main danger. Constant and
high readiness of our Armed Forces is the primary condition for pre-
venting a surprise attack.

bur mnilitary docttine serves the interests of the Soviet government
and other socialist countries and it directs all of its content toward
achieving the most just goals. Bourgeois military doctrine is built on
waging predatory reactionary wars. It is directed against the countries
of socialism and people struggling for their independence and towards
consolidating the obsolute capitalist system.

In condicions when the aggressive forces of imperialism are increas.-
ing international tension and creating new hotbeds of war, the CPSU is
doing everything so that our Armed Forces will be always ready to re-
liably protecz the gains of socialism and to give a crushing rebuff to
any imperialist aggressor. 25

This section, also, will be critically reexamined when the second edition

is discussed.

8. 1967 The CPSU and the Building of the Soviet Armed Forces

Edited by General Major N.M. Kiryayev, Professor and Doctor of Historical

Sciences, Head of the History Department of the Lenin Military-Political
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Q) Academy, The CPSU and the Building of the Soviet Armed Forces contains an

excellent summary of Soviet military doctrine.

What are the characteristic features 'of contemporary Soviet
military doctrine?

... Soviet military doctrine is based on the superiority of our
Armed Forces over the armies of the most powerful capitalist countries
both in military-technical means and also in a moral-fighting relation-
ship. This superiority and our just cause 6inspires the firm belief
in the victory of the forces of socialism and peace over the imperialist
aggressors.

... Soviet military doctrine has a genuinely international character.
It answers to the interests not only of the Soviet Unibn, but of all the
socialist camp, of all peace-loving peoples, because it is directed
against the imperialist aggressors who are hated by all mankind, in de-
fense of socialism, freedom, democracy and progress in the whole world.
Our doctrine views the defense of socialism as an international task....

... •Soviet military doctrine takes into account that in contemporary
conditions of world social development, there is the. possibility of
averting war and preserving peace between governments of two social
systems. But at the same time it takes into account tlhe fact that
there also exists another possibility - the possibility of the begin-
ning of a destructive world war, the cause! for the arising of which
exist in the very aggressive nature of imperiaLism...

... Soviet military doctrine includes a thorough evaluation of the
nature of future war, that is, the socio-political essence of it. It
considers that future war, regardless of whether it will arise as the
result of an attack of the imperialists on the countries of the social-
ist camp or as a result of the unleashing by the aggressors of a local
conflict which infringes upon the vital interests of the socialist
camp, inevitably will become a world war because it will draw into its
orbit the major countries of the world. It its political essence this
war will be a decisive clash of two opposec' systems -- capitalist and
socialist -- and will be a coalition on both sides ....

... Soviet military doctrine takes into account the latest means of
armed struggle, the perspective for their development, arnJ also changes
which have occurred in military affairs as a whole ....

... The Communist Party...proceeds from the fact that a new world
war, if the imperialists succeed in unleashing it, in the nature of
the means used, inevitably will be nuclear. The nuclear weapon will
be the chief means of destruction in the war and the basic means of
delivering it on target will be rockets of different typus. This war

- will lead to the death of many, many millions of people, the destruction
of colossal material goods, to the devastation of whole countries.
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Future war will inevitably assume an intercontinental character.
Q) ... The use of nuclear rocket means will permit the achievement of deci-

sive military results at any distance and on enormous territory in the
shortest period of time...

... Taking into account the crafty plans of the aggressive imperia-
list states and their possibilities for carrying out nuclear rocket
strikes, Soviet military doctrine considers the most important, the main
and primary task of the Armed Forces to be: to show unremitting vigilance,
to be constantly ready for the sure repulse of an enemy attack, and for
the frustration of his criminal plans.

Military doctrine takes into account that with the contemporary
means of armed struggle, war may be fleeting, primarily because the
very first surprise nuclear rocket strikes might bring unprecedented
destruction, destroy an enormous quantity of troops in places of their
usual quartering and destroy a significant part of the population of
the major cities ....

... Soviet military doctrine does not exclude the possibility that
war will be protracted and will demand long and extreme efforts of all
the forces of the army and the country as a whole ....

For victory in war it is necessary first of all to have the most
-modern nuclear rocket weapons, especially &trategic, PVO /air defense!
troops and antimissile means, in order to disrupt the enemy's criminal
plans and to carry to the aggressor a strike of annihilating force. At
the same time Soviet military doctrine con..iders that final victory over
an aggressor can be achieved only by the combined efforts of all services
of the Armed Forces.

... Our doctrine considers that war will demand mass multimillion-
man armies....

AJ

Military superiority over the enemy can be complete only when,
along with qutlitative and quantitative superiority in the means of
armed conflict, superiority in the methods of waging war also is
achieved, that is, in military art....

... Soviet military doctrine, in determining the methods of waging
war, considers that nuclear war will be characterized by unprecedented
bitterness of the armed conflict, dynamics and high maneuverability of
combat actions ....

... Soviet military doctrine, while highly evaluating the combat
possibilities of the nuclear rocket weapon and other latest means of
armed struggle, at the same time considers that a decisive role in
modern war, as before, will be played by people.
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... Such are.- the basic positions of Soviet military doctrine
which the Communist Party openly'puts forth. This is a sign of
our strength, our superiority over the probable enemy. 26

9. 1968 50 Years of the Armed Forces of the USSR

1968 marked the 50th anniversary of the Armed Forces of the USSR. This

was also the title of the 1970 Frunze prizewinning book published for the

occasion.

The editorial commission for this book was chaired by Marshal Zakharov,

'.he Chief of the Ceneral Staff, with the Chief of the Main Political Administra-

tion as his vice chairman. The ten remaining members of the commission included

such well-known World War II figures as Marshals Konev, Rokossovskiy and

Sokolovskiy. The commanders-in chief of all the Soviet Services, (with the

exception of the Ground Forces whose C in C was not reinstated until after the

book was published) the chief of the Rear Services and Lhe Deputy Chief of the

Main Political Adninistration round off this high level coimmission.

General Colonel K.F. Skorobogatkin, at tha- time Chief of the influential

Military Science Ldministration of the General Staff, headed the group of authors

of this collectivE work. Professor, Doctor of Historical Sciences General Major

Nikitin of the Lenin Military-Political Academy, along with Candidate of Histori-

cal Sciences General Major Grylev (Chief of the Military Historical Section of

the Military Science Administration)* were co-chairman of the group. Among the

authors were two who had worked on Military Strategy.

Over 100 consultants are listed at the end of the book. They range from

the well-known Marshal Georgi K. Zhukov to the Chief of Military Medicine

General D.D. Kuvshinskiy. Materials for the book were also prepared by the

Main Political Administration, the main staffs of the Service., the staffs of

LI service branches and special troops, the staff of the Rear Services, and also

* General Grylev became Chief of the Military Science Administration of
the General Staff in Aprik, 1970.
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by main and central administrations of the Ministry of Defense. Also assisting

in reviewing the text, ereeth!d lhstitute of Marxism-Leninism attached to the

Central Committee CPSU; The Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences,

USSR; The Institute of Military History; the Academy of the General Staff,

Frunze Military Academy, Lenin Military-Political Academy and the Malinovskiy

Armored Academy, and other institutions. The statement of current Soviet

military doctrine reflected familiar themes:

Our military doctrine holds that a new world war, if the imperialists
unleash it, will be a decisive clash of two social systems and it will draw
into its orbit the majority of the countries of the world. The powerful
coalition of socialist countries, united by unanimity of political and
military goals, will oppose the aggressive imperialist bloc.

It will be a thermonuclear war according to the nature of the means
of armed conflict used in the war. The nuclear weapon will be the main
and decisive means of waging world war, anC the rocket will be the main
means of delivering it on target. At the same time all other kinds of
weapons and combat equipment will find broad application in war.

( World wac might be unleashed by the aggressor by a surprise nuclear
attack directly on the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, or
it might arise as the result of the escalat.ion of a local military con-
flict into a world war. Such escalation is•- more probable with the parti,-
cipation in local wars of states having nuclear weapons and especially
when the vitaLly important interests of these states are affected in such
a war.

The new .neans of conducting armed conflict has radically changed
our views on the content and significance of the beginning period of war.

Before the First World War, the time from the declaration of war
until the beginning of operations by the main forces was understood to
be the beginning period. It was considerec that in this period, troops,
deployed in the border area, must conduct combat actions for the purpose
of not permitting invasion by the enemy into one's own territory and
assuring the mobilization and deployment of the main forces for subsequent
military operations with decisive goals. And this was confirmed by the
experience of the First World War.

The Second World War, as is known, began without a declaration, by
surprise, with an attack of fully mobilized and previously deployed main
forces of fascist German troops. Thus the role and content of the begin-
ning period of war was changed and its influence on the course of the
war grew. However, as a whole, this period because of the limited possi-
bilities of means of destruction, did not have a decisive influence on
the outcome of the war.
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With the beginning of mass introduction of the nuclear rocket
weapon into the armed forces, great attention was given in the theory
and practice of military art to working out methods of conducting combat
actions in the beginning period of war. It was considered that in this
period armed forces, using the nuclear weapon, could achieve the imme-
diate strategic goals of war and that the results of the beginning period
would have a decisive influence on the subsequent course and outcome of
war.

However, with the rapid development of strategic nuclear means and
the creation of strategic nuclear forces, the possibilities of achieving
the basic goals of war became different. By concentrating in themselves
enormous destructive power and by having unlimited range and swiftness
of action, strategic nuclear forces can achieve these goals in the short-
est time. Now the first day of war and even the first strategic nuclear
strike might have a decisive influence on the course and outcome of war.
This is why Soviet military doctrine attaches exceptionally important
significance to operations of strategic nuclear forces and holds that
with their utilization, the main goals of war can be achieved in the
shortest possible time period.

While admitting the possibility of achieving the goals of war in a
short time period, Soviet military doctrine does not exclude that in
specific conditions war might be protracted and demand the maximum effort
of forces and weapons of the belligerents.

The nature of a future world war determines the basic principles of
preparing the Armed Forces and the country as a whole for the decisive
defeat of the aggressor.

The conclusion that the imperialists night unleash world nuclear war
obliges /us/ to prepare the country, the army and navy for armed struggle
with the aggressor in conditions of the mass use of the nuclear rocket
weapon. Therefore, it is written in the Program of the CPSU that the
Soviet state will see to it that its Armed Forces will have the most
modern means of defending the Motherland -- atomic and thermonuclear
weapons, rocl~ets of all radiuses of action, and will keep all types of
military equipment and weapons at the necessary level. This demand is
being successfully carried out.

Taking into account the danger of a surprise nuclear attack of an
aggressor, it is necessary to keep our Armed Forces in constant combat
readiness for swift actions.

The role of equipment in future war is great; however, as before,
man, who creates the quipment and operates it, is the decisive force.
From the steadfastness, tenancity and heroism of the soldiers and their
ability to use the equipment and modern means of destrtiction depend the
success of combat operations. Therefore, the training"of army and navy
personnel in the spirit of boundless devotion to their people, to the
Communist Party and Soviet government, the education of soldiers in
thorough military technical knowledge is given exceptionally great
attention.
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The positions and con'lusions of the military doctrine of our statewere the bases for the further development and radical transformations
in the theory of military art and primarily in the sphere of strategy.

As is known, in the Great Patriotic War /World War 11/, the Ground
Troops, in whose interest all the other services of the Armed Forces
operated, played the main role. Our Armed Forces achieved the final
goals of war, successively and in turn, solving a whole series of
strategic tasks. Offensive operations of frontal groups were the
predominant and decisive form of military operations. Along with
them, independent operations were conducted by long-range aviation and
naval forces.

At the present time the possibility of delivery of nuclear weapons
of enormous destructive power to any target in minutes is creating
different conditions for achieving the basid goals of war. The most
important targets which compose the enemy's economic and military power
might be destroyed simultaneously as a result of which the basic goals of
war will be achieved in a short period of time.

The simultaneous achievement of the most important goals of war
will find concrete expression in various fcrms and methods of conducting
armed conflict. Soviet military strategy holds that such forms of armed
conflict might be strategic operations in theaters of military actions,
combat actions of National PVO /air defense! Troops, operations of naval
forces and long range aviation.

For strategic nuclear forces in all instances the basic method of
operation will be strategic nuclear strikes,in the delivery of which
the Strategic Rocket Troops, Naval Forces, primarily submarines, and
long-range aviation will take part.

... As theoretical research, practice exercises and troop manuevers
have shown, the decisive role of the nuclear weapon does not mean that
it is the sole means of achieving victory. In nuclear war also success
in battles and operations can only be achieved by the combined efforts
of all service branches and all kinds of weapons. Therefore the question
of cooperation of troops is being given great attention. 27

As can be seen from this quotation on Soviet military doctrine, 50 Years

of the Armed Forces of the USSR traces the development of the main points of

doctrine concerning world nuclear war. The book makes extensive use of the/
term 'strategic nuclear forces', but emphasizes that victory can only be

achieved by the combined efforts of all the services and all kinds of weapons,

including conventional.
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10. Z968 Military 3trategy (3rd Edition)

The third edition of Military Strategy appeared in 1968, five years

after the ýsecond'edition. Marshal Sokolovsky, editor of the first and

second editions, also edited the third edition. This book, like Marxism-

Leninism on War and the Army, The H1istory of Military Art and Tactics,

appeared in the blue cover and gold lettering of the "Officer's Library"

series, published by the Ministry of Defense. Military Strategy, Tactics

and 50 Years of the Armed Forces of the USSR were all nominated for the

coveted Frunze Prize in 1969.

To many people Military Strategy was a disappointment. For those who

had hoped to find changes in the Soviet position, especially since the

departure of Khrushchev, the book failed to come up to expectations.

In the section previously discussed entitled "The Military-Strategic

Features of a Future World War," one paragraph was added:

The XXIII Congress CPSU stressed that from the condition of the
economy oE a state hangs its defensive might. This is especially true
in modern conditions when complicated cnd expensive weapons production
needs a hLgh level of science and technology. The Soviet Union is
persistently developing it[s econom5, st.rengthening thereby its defense
capability, the might of all the socialist camp. The revolutionary
gains of our people and other peoples--.as pointed out at the Congress,

4 -- would be threatened if they were not directly or indirectly supported
by the enormous military might of the countries of the socialist camp,
and primarily, of the Soviet Union. 28

Added also was the fact that along with the constant high level of

combat readiness of the Strategic Rocket Troops, atomic rocket-carrying

submarines would also be on the alert. Otherwise, the section was without

change.

The book on the whole was in harmony wLth the other 14 books of the

"Officer's Library" series. It did not depart from the general theme of

giving the officer a firm knowledge of the revolution which had taken

place in military affairs.
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S11. 1968 Marxism-Leninism on War and the Arny (5th edition)

The last three books to be discussed are of special interest because

they are the most recent editions of previously printed works. A com-

parison has been made above between the 1962 (3rd) edition and the 1965

(4th) edition of Marxism-Leninism on War and the Army, as well as with

the 1962, 1963 and 1968 editions of Military Strategy.

The 1968 (5th) edition of Marxism-Leninism on War and the Army offers

an opportunity for carrying this analysis still further. Significant

events separate the various editions of this book. The 1962 edition was

written prior to the Cuban Missiles Crisis. The 1965 edition appeared

after the ouster of Khrushchev and prior to the 1966 XXIII Paicy 3ongrass.

The 1968 edition may reflect the Soviets' confidence in their nuclear

missile buildup and their concern wiLh China. The following comparison

indicates mod:ifications in doctrine that took place in the 1965-1967

period which can be compared against earlier changes, already shown,

r 29
which occurred between 1962-1965.

Comparison of 4th (1965) and 5th (1968) editions.

p. 337 and 350 respectively:

(1965) (1968)

* The military doctrine of the So-
* viet state is closely connected
* with Marxist-Leninist teachings

The Soviet state's military * on war and the army. Our

doctrine represents a scientifically based and ..rderly system of ideas and
positions which determine the basic tasks in the realm of strengthening the
defense capabiUity of the country and of military structuring. It rests on
a Marxist-Len.i.nist analysis of the modern era and th2 relitionship of inter-
national forces and also on fore-eeing the character of a future war which
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(1965) (1968)

the imperialists might thrust on us. Soviet military doctrine is called
on, as M.V. Frunze said, to assure the unity of thought and will of Soviet
soldiers not only in the community of political ideology but also in the
unity of views on the nature of the military tasks, the methods of their
solution and the methods of combat training of the troops. It is the solid
foundation of preparing the country for defense

directing the troops, their training *
and education. *

Military doctrine finds its concrete expression in our military policy and
also in the rules and regulations of the Armed Fortzes.

Let us recall the basic ideas * Let us recall the basic ideas
of this doctrine. * of Soviet military doctrine.

According to its social and political character, a future war, if
the imperialists succeed in unleashing it, will be a fierce armed clash
of two poles apart social systems, a struggle between two coalitions--
socialist and imperialist-tin which each side will pursue the most
decisive goals.

According to the means used, such a war

will inevitably be thermonuclear and * mEy be nuclear.
therefore unprecedentedly dest:uctive *
and annihilating. The main role in
the war will ba played by the Strate* *
gic Rocket Troops and also the Troops *
of PVO (air defense) and PRO (anti- *
missile defense.) *

In spite of the fact that a decisive .......

place * role in a nuclear war

will belong to the nuclear rocket weapon, f:.nal victory over the aggressor
can be achieved only as a result of the combined actions of all the
services of the Armed Forces, which must in full measure use the results
of the nuclear strikes on the enemy and fulfill their missions.

According to its size, nuclear war wil'. be an intercontinental

* world

war. This is conditioned both by its social-political content and by
the presence on both sides of rockets of any radius of action, atomic
rocketcarrying submarines, and also strategic bombers. War will actually
encompass the whole of our planet.

It will be waged by absolutely different methods. Formerly the direct( goal of military operations was the complete and utter defeat of the enemy's
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(1965) (1968)

Sarmed forces, without which i was impossible to reach the most important
strategic centers of the enemy. Now the situation is different. The use
of the nuclear rocket weapon allows the achievement of decisive military
results at any distance and over enormous territory in the shortest period
of time. Iv the event of war, industrial and political centers, communica-
tions centers, everything that feeds war will be the objects of crushing
nuclear strikes along with enemy groups of armed forces.

Combat actions of the ground *
forces will be characterized by high *
maneuverability and dynamism, swift *
movement over many hundreds of kilo- *
meters. A solid, stabilized front
will become impossible. Essentially *
the division between the front and *
the rear will be erased. *

The beginning period of the war *
will play a special role, the time in *
which the nuclear strikes will be car- *
ried out, having not only operational-
tactical but also strategic signifi- *
cance.

The first massive nuclear strikes can in large measure predetermine all
the subsequent course of the war and lead to such losses in the rear and
in the roops, that the people and the country might be placed in
exceptionally difficult circumstances.

Consequently, the beginning period * Nevertheless, troops having
can have a decisive influence on the * an inflexible will to victory, en-
final result of the war. * thused with the high goals of a

* just war, can and must wage active
* o:'fensive actions with any surviv-
• ing means and achieve the final
* ul:ter defeat of the enemy.

Soviet military doctrine proceeds from the fact that the imperialists
are preparing a surprise nuclear attack agal.nst the USSR and other socialist
countries. At the same time it takes into account the possibility of

,

waging war * conducting military operations

with conventional weapons ....... ..............

• and the possibility of their
• escalation into military
* operations with the use of the
* nuclear rocket weapon.

- *
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(1965) (1968)

Therefore the main and immediate task of the Armed Forces consists of being
constantly ready to repulse a surprise attack by the enemy and to frustrate
his criminal plans

* no matter what means he uses.

In turn * Thus

the basic positions of military doctrine play an important role in the
development of military

science. * ' afiairs.

They come forth in their way as directing ideas in working out the prin-
ciples of preparing the Armed Forces and thle country

for waging war. * as a whole for waging modern
* war.

As noted in the previous .analysis of the 3rd and 4th editions of

Marxismn-Lenini:sm on War and the Army. the 5th editioi modifies the phrase

reading "the possibility of waging war with conventional weapons," to read

"the possibil:.ty of conducting military operations with conventional

weapons and the possibility of their escalation into military operations

with the use of the nuclear rocket weapon." This phrasing will appear

later in other texts, but interpretation remains a thorny problem.

12. 1969 Methodological Problems of Military Theory and Practice (2nd ec<itioI)

The 1966 edition of Methodological Problems of Military Theory and

Practice already has been discussed. This work had provided an exceptional

essay on Soviet military doctrine and the premises upon which this

doctrine is based. The 1969 edition offers a further opportunity to trace

doctrinal shifts, espccially changes that occurt.d as a rebult of the Six

Day Israel-Egyptian War, the invasion of Czechoslovakia --ad the continuing

O. conflict in Southeast Asia.
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Like the first edition, this 1969 publication was prepared by the

Department of Marxist-Leninist Philosophy of the Lenin Military Political

Academy. Editors were listed as General Colonel A. S. Zheltov, Commandant

of the Academy, Lt. Colonel T. R. Kondratkov, Candidate of Philosophical

Sciences, and Colonel Ye. A. Khomenko, Candidate of Philosophical Sciences.

The second edition contained half again as many pages and was printed in a

third again as large edition. It will be recalled that General Major S. N.

Kozlov, Cadidate of Military Sciences, was the author of the chapter on

military doctrine.

As before, where the text. has not changed, prin'iitg ap'pears across

the whole of the page. Where changes have taken place, additions "inserted,

or material deleted, asterisks will separate the two editions. In other

words, the material in the left column came from the 1966 edition, and the

matezial in the right.column, from the 1969 edition.

It rapidly becomes apparent that most of the additions and changes

concerned conventional weapons, which received more emphasis. 30

Methodological Problems of Military Theory and Practice
Comparison of Ist (1966) and 2nd (1969) edil:ions.

p. 85 and p. 284.

(1966) (1969)

"The military doctrine of any state has tow sides: the socio-
political and the military-technical. Both sides are closely linked
together and inf'uence each other, but in this, the chief, leading one
is the socio-political side.

The socio-political side of our military doctrine determines the

nature of the military tasks of the Soviet government and the main
direction of the construction of the Soviet Armed Forces. V. I. Lenin
laid its basis. Guided by the Leninist analysis of the predatory nature
of imporialism, and on the Leninist theory of protecting the socialist
Fatherland, our military doctrine condemns predatory, unjust, reactionary
wars and supports wars that are just, liberating and revolutionary.
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(1966) (1969)

Soviet military doctrine considers that a new world war,

if the imperialists unleash it, * if preventing it fails,

will be an armed clash of two opposed social systems--capitalism and
s-icialism--in its social and class character. From the side of the
imperialist states, it will be unjust, predatory and a criminal war.
From the siOde of the socialist camp, war will be just and liberating.

This war will inevitably take on intercontinental scope and draw into
its 6rbit the majority of countries and peoples of the world. War will
have an exceptionally fierce, destructive and annihilating character.

In the composition of the opposing sides, world war will be coalitional.
Such coalitions in fact already exist. To wage war against the socialist
countries, the imperialists have knocked together NATO,'SEATO, CENTO and
other aggressive groups. In answer to this the socialist countries were
forced to take measures for uniting their efforts in the event of
aggression. They created

• and are strengthening

the organization of the Warsaw Pact which is a reliable shield for the
gains of socialism.

• in Europe.

The countrcies of the socialist camp are fighting for peace, are
struggling against imperialist aggression and strengthening their armed
might. In thi.a struggle, each socialist country makes its contribution
to the common goal of assuring the security of the socialist camp. The
decisive role belongs to Lhe Soviet Union. Having enormous economic and
military might and the nuclear rocket weapon,

• and modern conventional weapons,

the USSR is thy powerful block on the path of imperialist aggression.
It is well known that many times in the most critical moment, when the
militaristic circles of imperialism placed the world on the brink of war,
the Soviet Union used her international authority, her might, in order
to stop the har.d of the aggressor which had been raised over little or
big countries, far from or close to it.

While giving special significance to the preparation of the country
and the Armed Forces for world war which the monopolistic circles are
preparing,

• primarily the U.S.A.,

0
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9 -.our military doctrine takes into account the possibility of the unleash-
ing of local, limited wars by the imperialist aggressors.

* with the use of conventional
* weapons.

Soviet * Modern

military doctrine takes into account that

modern wars are waged by the people. * now wars are waged not only by
armies but also by the people.

The course and outcome of modern war depends in the final count on
the relationship to it of the peoples' masses. Victory'in such a war
will be achieved by the gigantic strained efforts of the front and the
rear, the armed forces and all of the people.

The military-technical side of our doctrine focuses its attention on
the particulars of

nuclear rocket war * modern whr

and the methodn of its waging. Our doctrine considers that the decisive
role in

such a war nuclear war

will be played by the Strategic Rocket Troops. They will carry out
nuclear strikes on the most important targets and objectives of the enemy's
in his territory. Massive nuclear strikes c.an to a significant degree
predetermine the whole course and outcome of war. Simultaneously with thc

nuclear rocket strikes or follow:ing them, all the other services of the
Armed Forces and service arms will unroll their actions on land, at sea,
and in the air.

Consequent:ly our military doctrine proceeds from the fact that
success in preent-day war will be achieved not by any one means or any
one service of the Armed Forces, b,!t by the united efforts of all the
services of the Armed Forces and service arms with the decisive role of
the Strategic R'ocket Troops.

* This position is even more true
* for military actions conducted
* without the use of the nuclear

* weapon.

0
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v Taking into account that the nuclear rocket weapon possesses enormous* "t•_Jpower

* that its mass use

in countable days and even hours might

wipe countries from the face of * lead to strategic results,
the earth, *

our doctrine views nuclear war as short and swift-moving (skorotechniy).
At the same time it recognizes that in definite circumstances war might
take on a protracted character.

As concerns the methods of unleashing war by the imperialists, then
Soviet military science considers it most likely to be a surprise attack
of an aggressor without any declaration of war. Just exactly on this the
imperialists are making their basic bet.

* They have resorted to similar
* methods f6r unleashing war mrany
* times in the past. The aggressors
* will resort to them also in con-

temporary circumstances, as shown
* for example, in the attack of
* Israel on the Arab countries.

It is not excluded that war might begin by way of the gradual escala-
tion of a limited conflict into a world one.

* The imperialists may start it and
* for some time wage it without the
* use of the nuclear weapon, with
* only conventional weapons. In
* this case the wealth of experience,
* accumulated i.n the past, might be
* used, but, uudoubtedly, taking
* .into account those important changes
* which have taken place in military
* equipment and other determining
* condition•s of armed conflict..

But no matter how the war begins,

the first nuclear rocket strikes * the aggressor will try for
might turn out to be decisive. * surprise.

From this comes the main task of the Soviet Armed Forces

* to display maximum vigilance.
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to be in constant combat readiness

* to decisively repulse the aggress

no matter from where and no matte
* how he carries out his attack.

Our military doctrine teaches that in nuclear war, the methods of
combat actions will be different fr.om past wars. The nuclear rocket
weapon has changed the relationship of tactical, operational and strategic
acts of armed struggle. While in the past strategic results

were achieved by a series of con-
secutive, more often efforts of
long durations, and

were built up from the sum of tactical and operational successes and strategy
only with the help of operational art and tactics might realize its plans,
ziow strategy

* using powerful nuclear stribes,

can directly achieve its goals.

* In these conditions,, the role

of operationa] art and tactics has changed. In the course of operations
(battle) troops will basically accomplish the final defeat of the enemy,
which will be achieved by strikes of nuclear rocket means

of strategic cesignation. * If military actions will be con-
* ducted without the use of nuclear

* weapons, then the former importan
* and the relationship of all parts

of military art basically remains
* in force.

Soviet military doctrine has always conisidered the offensive as the
basic method c~f the full defeat of the enemy and the achieving of victory,
and defense wss viewed as a forced form of struggle used when the offensive
was impossible or inconvenient. In the conditions of war the role of
active offensive actions is growing even more.

The sphere of the use of defense has *
narrowed. Obviously it will be re- *
sorted to only in exceptional cir-
cumstances, and then only on a tac- *
tical or limited operational scale. ,
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In~ iml:eaJ: war, tito divi~sion hei~ween U~ie front and( the rear is being
erased miore and more . Thle ecomh1t ac .L ons mighlt utnrol1. s imutltancous ly on
the front, and inl the decep interior. Niiclear rocket strikes mnight lie
carried outL oil objectives in the interior. Airborne troops

tnigW. be landed in the rear.* probably will be lantded in the rear.

All tltL; poses5 s;,eial demands.

~:Produc~ from for organii zintg defenise of the rea r,

illlbl pacopy Ia

for ci~v I (IC fense wh i ch is caill d uipon Lo 10roLIeCLL I he popo 1 ation from
encvmy titic Iari rocket. st t ikes5, liqi pdatIe ( lie restilt J ; of one lear at La ck and
L.o j)Iowtm~e the tinl in IIcr nip I. ed work of bi-s ines se s, aditiin i~stra i ye organs
and suIpply.

11ii c g i.v i ti (kilt) Ktoit:;s i~goiifix-lcC to Ih lietim:Ickkt roche t. wekapon and
tlIewconh CA111"t. euplinel~k Soy Let: 11MiILa rv doctri ne doe.,; iiol, al1low them to
be abIs() ilmt.iztd. Ht. V/iews matla Mnd Cqat i pli'et hin d ima ev i~ca 1 Luemde pend enie
and gives first; pl ace in ach ieving vi ctoty Lo

Mall -..popl Ic wt I hi gh moral -poll ti.cal.
C o1uS C i 0(kIS IVS'; .101110td ill a 8ntoot0t.11

* I. 1:11 ''ning I o ecl.iv ye, xcole I t] v
maas tea:lug I. e ani~ght.y equtipmetiu:.

The tulight: of oti hrmtL~ed forces is ill

the organ ic combinmt ion1 Of

first-class comibat equipmjtient and in

remarkable soldiers, :.sold icrs mas e r Log Uthis equipment.
to perf~ectiotn brave, steadfast,

lbottnd(1iC.sly devoted to t heir peop~le and t.he socialist: Flotlacrand and
the cause ol. communism.

Soviet mu it~ary doct~rine

is the doc.rline . expresses the mIti.Ltary pol~icy

of a sociali-st s .tate. It is fundamtinta Ily di fferenti from tmi Iitary doctrines
of impmunialist: powers.

The phiooh[a 'eh~O miaIbase of our muilitary doctrine is
d ialecI CIcal and hlist bria L a Iita ir iali:i im t general., and M'arm:: s t -Leniniist

teachi ugý'S on war and bthe armay inl pair Iik.ular . The methondologicalI basis of
bourgeois minlitary doctrine is ideali stm and motaphys~ics.
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tucea 115, by Variouis me lliAods and var icus
formis. of aritned conflict.

The tuLlitary doctrine of boutrgeois, staCtes often suffers from

advent~urismi,
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the absolutizing of one service of the armed forces or branch of service
o0 one form of struggle.

Answering to the concrete interests
and possibilities of our govern-

ment, Soviet military doctrine at
the same time has a number of inter-
national features. These features
are determined by the international
nature of Soviet policies, the loyalty
of the peoples of the USSR to their

international duty. In connection
with this, Soviet military doctrine
envisages the conduct of armed con-

flict in defense of the interests
of peace and socialism together with
the armies of fraternal and friendly

countries.

The importance of military
doctrine for our military cadres

is indeed priceless.

Our military doctrine gives the activities of the military cadres a stream-
lined character, secures ihe unity of views and practical efforts in the

further rasing of the military might: of the Soviet government and its
Armed Forces. 24

13. 1969 V.I. Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces (2nd edition)

Tile second edition of V.I. Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces was

published in late 1969, in anticipation of t:he celebration of Lenin's

centennial in 1970. Presented here will oe several excerpts to show that

in contrast tc the book Mcthodological. Problems of Military Theory and P.?actice,

this second edition dropped some of the previous references co conventional

weapons. Also modified was the claim to "superiority over imperialism

which has already been achieved."

In the sectiou on doctrine, which was presented earlier (page 66),

the changes in the 2nd edition were only of an editorial nature, with a few

-
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exceptions. The fifth paragraph which had started with the words: "World

nuclear rocket war..." now has been changed to read: "Modern war...". There

has been one deletion in the seventh paragraph which had read: "The

unlimited use of the nuclear rocket weapon and its maximum application in

the very first crushing blow..." now reads: "The unlimited use of the

nuclear rocket weapon in the very first crushing blow... ,31 (emphasis

added).

The following quotations represent some of the more important changes

which have appeared elsewhere in VI.. Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces,

with a comparison of the 1966 and 1969 editions:

(1966) (1969)

In determining the tasks of the
upcoming five-year plan,

the XXIII Congress CPSU pointed out the necessity to henceforth display ,..)n-
stant concern so that our Armed Forces will have the most modern kinds r,f
mili~tary equipment.

In its military policy the Party proceeds from an evaluation of '.he
nature of the modern era, from the fundament.al demands of communist con-
struction

from the necessity of the maintenance
and increase of the military superi-
ority over imperialism which has been
achieved.

The Party accurately determines the tasks of the Armed Forces, tLe way and
methods of their solution and directed the efforts of the people and of all
the government and social organizations toward creating a reliatle defense
of the country. 32

The Communist Party approaches military construction crea .ively, taking
into account all the changes which have tak(n place in militarl affairs un-
der the influence of scientific and technicEl progress. In thLs it proceeds
from the possibility of the unleashing by the imperialists
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both of nuclear and also of non- * of nuclear war with the use of all
nuclear war. * modern means of fighting.

On this basis the harmonious development and perfection of all the services
of the Armed Forces is accomplished. 33

These positions of the genius of political strategy fully apply to
the conduct of armed conflict. They are real even now when along with
earlier methods and forms of waging war, new ones have appeared.*

Present-day Soviet military doctrine *
recognizes the possibility not only *
of a nuclear rocket war, but also war *
waged with conventional weapons.

However the earlier forms of fighting have been filled now with new content. 34

While giving the paramount role to the nuclear rocket weapon, the party
at the same Lime has indicated the necessity of combining it with other kinds
of armaments so that the Soviet Armed Force;3 would be ready to utterly defeat
the enemy

not only in ccnditions of using the * in conditions using the whole arsenal
nuclear weapon, but also with the * of present-day means of fighting.
use of just conventional means of
fighting. *

Therefore, alcng with the nuclear rocket weapon, great attention is being
given to conventional means of destruction, especially tanks and artillery. 35

Lenii, considered the maintenance of ou:- military technical superiority
over the probable enemies as one of the mos: important tasks of Soviet science
and technology. He urgently recommended the thorough and attentive study
of the latest military technical achievements abroad, the study of the
tendencies of development of technical thought, the mastery of all kinds of
weapons and all means of fighting which the enemy has or might have.

• Lenin's ideas on the ways of
• strengthening the military economic
• power of the country and of the
• technical equipping of the -army
* and navy, persistently have been
• and are being carried out by our
• Party and the Soviet government.
, (p. 208)
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14. Recent Developments.

This analysis has examined Soviet military doctrine as it has been

presented in Soviet military literature over the last ten years. Many of

the ideas given here were first printed in magazines or newspapers and then

re-edited for book publication. If articles in the periodical press had been

examined instead of books, their content would have been virtually identical.

In 1968, for instance, the Lenin Military Political Academy's Depart-

ment of Marxist-Leninist Philosophy sponsored a fifth edition of Marxism-

Leni..ism on War and the Army which has already been discussed. Lt. Colonel

Bondarenko, an instructor in this department, is specifically mentioned along

with several others as having "made more prec:ise" parts of the seventh chapter.

One of the sentences had been changed frcm the previous, fourth edition, thus:

"Our military doctrine gives the main role in defeating
(_ an aggressor to the nuclear rocket weapon. At the same time

it does not deny the important significance of other kinds of
weapons and means of fighting.

(1965) ,(1968)

/Lhe sentence ended there.7 * and the possibility in certain cir-
• cumstances of conducting combat actions
* without the use of the nuclear weapon."

In December, 1968, in an article by this same Lt. Colonel V. M. Bondarenko,

in the magazine, Communist of the Armed Forces,, entitled "The Modern Revolution

in Military Affairs and the Combat Readiness of the Armed Forces", the author

made this very pertinent observation:

In our times conditions may arise when in individual instances
combat operations may be carried out using conventional weapons.
Under these conditions, the role of conventional means and the
traditional services ot the armed forces are greatly increased. It
becomes necessary to train troops for various kinds of warfare. This
circumstance is sometimes interpreted as a negation of the contempor-
ary revolution in military affairs, as its conclusion.
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(9 One cannot agree with this opinion. The point is that the new
possibilities of waging armed struggle have arisen not in spite of, but
because of the nuclear missile weapons. They do not diminish their con-
bat effectiveness, and the main thing, they do not preclude the possible
use of such weapons. All. this forces the conclusion that the present
situation is one of the moments in the revolution in military affairs.
It flows out of this revolution, continuing it, instead of contradict-
ing it.

On the basis of this, we are able to define the contemporary revo-
lution in military affairs as a radical upheaval in its development, which
is characterized by new capabilities of attaining political goals in war,
resulting from the availability of nuclear missile weapons to the troops. 37
(Emphasis has been added)

The Soviet Minister of Defense, Marshal cf the Soviet Union A.A. Grechko,

picked up the theme the following year. In November 1969, in a speech to the

"All-Army Conference of Young Officers", Grechko also touched upon the need to

be ready to fight with non-nuclear as well as with nuclear means:

Much attention is being devoted to the reasonable combination
of nuclear rocket weapons with perfected conventional classic arma-
ments, to the capability of units and subunits (chasti i podrazdeleniya)*
to conduct ,.ombat actions under nuclear as well as non-nuclear condi-
tions. Such an approach •ensures the high combat capabilities of
the troops and their constant readiness for action under conditions
of variously shaped circumstances. 38

The theme was continued in a subsequent article by Marshal Grechko. W:-iting

in Communist, the theoretical and political jcurnal of the Central Committee of

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, an article by the Marshal was published

which was entitled "On Guard Over Peace and Socialism". The article, which

appeared in February, 1970, for the most part dealt with the history of the

Armed Forces of the USSR. The last three pages discussed the post-war period,

the threat to NATO and the Soviet desire for prohibition of weapons of mass

destruction and for disarmament. Marshal Grechko, in discussing military doc-

trine, brought up conventional weapons.

* In Soviet military usage a "chast' is a regiment of a 'separate battalion
(one that is not organically part of a regiment) a "podrazdeleniye" is a
subordinate unit of a "chalt" either an organic battalion or a company.
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V

"Especially high vigilance and combat readiness Is necessary
in connection with the danger of surprise nuclear strikes. Accord-
ing to Soviet military doctrine, a new world war, if it is unleashed
by the imperialists, will be a decisive clash of two social systems,
the coalition of socialist countries, united by commob political and
military goals, will oppose the aggressive imperialist bloc. The
main and decisive means of waging the conflict will be the nuclear
rocket weapon. In it 'classical' types of armaments will also find
use. In certain circumstances, the possibility is admitted of con-
ductin• combat actions with conventional weapons. These posiftionsof

military doctrine predetermine the principles of military structur-
ing and preparation of the Soviet Armed Forces at the contemporary
stage." 39 (Emphasis added.)

Colonel 1. A. Seleznev, who received his degree of Doctor of Philosophical

Sciences from the Lenin Military-Political Ace.demy in 1966, writing in Congunist

of the Armed Forces #6, March, 1970, in an article "V.I. Lenin -- the Founder

of Soviet Military Science," stated;

"Now one of the most vital problems is the determination of the
means of struggle, and consequently also the forms of combat operations
of the armed forces, which might be used in a future war. According
to Soviet military doctrine, ,a new world war, if it is unleashed by
the imperialists, will. be a decisive clash of two social systems, the
coalition of socialist countries, united by common political and military
goals, will oppose the aggressive imperialist bloc. The main and deci--
sive means of waging the conflict will be the nuclear rocket weapon. In
it, 'classical' types of armaments will also find use. In certain cir-
cumstances, the possibility is admitted cf conducting combat actions by
units and subunits /chasti i podrazdelenli/ wiLh conventional weapons.
These positions of military doctrine predetermine the principles of
military structuring and preparation of the S oviet Armed Forces at the
contemporary stage." (Emphasis added.) 40

The similarLty of this paragraph and that of Marshal Grechko is striking.

In other words, this formulation by Colonel Seleznev is Identical to that

given by Marshal Grechko in February in Konymnist, with this exception: the

words "by units and subunits" have been added.

The April issue of Cor'unist of the Armed lorcds, #7, contained another

article by Marshal Grechko. This one was enLitled: "Loyalty to Lenin's Be-

3 hests on the Defense of the Motherland." In this article Grechko repeated

essentially what he had written earlier:



"In contemporary circumstances, the most important principles
of combat, operational and political training of Armed Forces'
personnel have been predetermined by the positions of Soviet
military docr-rine, according to which a new world war, if it is
unleashed by %he imperialists, will be a decisive clash to two
social systems in which the coalition of socialist countries,
united by common political and military goals will oppose the
aggressive imperialist bloc. The main and decisive means of
conducting battle w.. be the nuclear rocket weapon. In it,
'classical' kinds of weapons will find application. In certain

circumstances, the possibility is admitted of conducting combat
actions by units and subunits wi th conventional weapons. (Emphasis
added)

"We have given much attention to the judicious combination of
the nuclear rocket weapon with 'classical' armaments. From strate-
gic nuclear rockets to the latest firing means of motorized infan-
try -- this is the range of our weaponry. Personnel of the army
and navy learn to wage combat operations both in conditions of the
use and without the use of the nuclear weapon. It is important to
decide all study tasks so that gie soldier will be always ready to
successfully operate in the battlefield :.n circumstances that take
shape in different ways." 41

In late 1970, a slim volume simply entitled Att ck was published by

Voyenizdat. It was written by one cE the leading Soviet tacticians, Colonel

A.A. Sidorenko. Its main subject is, the conduct of the offensive with nuclear

weapons. The author presents both Soviet and U.S. views in the book.

In the forward, Sidorenko notes that:

"As concerns other questions including the conduct of the
offensive by subunits without the use of the nuclear weapon, then
in view of their importance, the-i can be the subject of independent
research."

In his concLusions, Colonel Sidorenko states:

"Inspi':e of the fact that the nuclear weapon has bcaome the
main means of destroying the enemy, its zole and possibilities
must not be absolutized, especially in reaching the goals of the
combat operations of subunits and units podrazdeleniy i chasti.
In a number of cases, subunits and units will have to conduct
various combat operations, including attack, without the use of
nuclear weapons, using only conventional regulas "classical"
armaments -- artillery, tanks, firearms, and so forth. Therefore
along, the development of the nuclear rocket power of the Soviet
Armed Forces, our Party and government have attached and are
attaching great importance to the development and perfection of
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On March 5, 1971, Red Star published an article entitled: "The Material

Base of the Might of the Armed Forces of the USSR." It was written by Doctor

of Historical Sciences, Professor Colonel S. Baranov, of the Lenin Military

Political Academy, which functions under the Qntral Committee's Main Political

Administration. Colonel Baranov, in his article, supplies another piece to

the puzzle of the current trend in Soviet military thinking, perhaps the most

important piece so far.

Colonel Baxanov writes:

Military theoretical thought has been enriched with new
conclusions and views on the forms and methods of armed con-
flict with due regard for the possible utilization of the
nuclear weapon.

The question of strategic objectives and scales of wars
became different. The relationship of strategy, operational
art and tactics changed. The nuclear weapon permits the
simultaneous solving voth of strategic aid operational-tecti-
cal tasks. In examining these new pheno-iena, it must be
stressed that the conduct of military operations with the
use of the nuclear weapon and the conduct of combat opera-
tions by units and subunits /chasti i poirazdeleniya/ with
conventional kinds of weapons are not isolated from each other,
but are closely correlated and develop a3 a single whole.

Although Colonel Baranov strongly stresses that units and subunits will

be fighting with conventional weapons in corralation with nuclear operations,

ae had spoken of the possible utilization of the nuclear weapon in the first

parag-aph. ThiE could mean that optrations oE units and subunits with con-

ventional weapons are in the framework of a naclear war and that the possible

ute of the nuclear weapon is considered at all times. In his words, nuclear

weapons and conventional weapons form a singla whole.

Colonel Baranov is one of the authors oE the prize-winning book, V. I.

Lenin and the Soviet Armed Forces. His particular contribution was a chapter
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entitled: "Realizing Lenin's Ideas on the Technical Equipping and Organiza-

tional Improvement of the Army, Navy and Air Force."

This trend in Soviet military doctrine needs to be given close, continual

attention.* It is clear that the Party, represented by the Lenin Military-

Political. A-ademy, Ko~munist, Colonels Bondare~nko, Seleznev and Sidorenko,

seems to be in complete agreement with the ,ilitary, represented by the

Minister of Defense, Marshal Grechko, who is himself a member of the Central

Committee of the Communist Party.

.1

Fot: a more c:mplete study of this subject, see: E'Oolution of USSR
Military Doctrine on the Issuc of Non-Nuclear War, 1960-1970 by
William T. Lae and Harriet F. Scott, Strategic Studies Center,
Stanford Research Institute, 10 July 1970.
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'U CONCLUS IONS

The Constant Features of Soviet Military Doctrine

The Soviet defense intellectual establishment does not consist of

individual thinkers, each publicly setting forth his own ideas on military

doctrine. Instead, as has already been shown, the Soviet military writers

elaborate on decisions that appear to have already been taken at a higher

level. This being the case, the reader of these military writings on doctrine

will find constant themes being repeated by numerous authors.

The purpose of uis section will be to S3ummarize some of the constant,

themes in Soviet military doctrine which have been presented. By noting

these constant features, one is able to follow the primary emphasis of

Soviet military thought. Further, by recognizing what has been constant

over a period cf years, the alterations or evolutions in the doctrine can

be more rcadily detected.

For example, as has just beer pointed out, an evolution of a tenet of

Soviet military doctrine has been in the process of taking place over the

past several years. The basic feature of this alteration is.a greater

acknowledgcment of the possibifity of operations being conducted without

the use of the nuclear weapon, although the possession of nuclear weapons

remains the decisive factor. The extent. of this modification can be anal~zed

only when the constant features of the Soviet doctrine concerning the emp]oy-

ment of nuclear weapons are known and considered.

When examining Soviet doctrinal writings, there is a danger of being

led astray by the Soviet use of the dialectic. In the United States, the
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military pays little attention to formal philosophy. In the Soviet Union,

some of the most significant writings in the past decade on military doctrine

and strategy have been articles such as : "According to the Laws of Dialectics",

"The Dialectics of Development and Change in Forms and Methods of Armed

Conflict"; or chapters such as: "The Dialectics of the Objective and/

Subjective in Military Affairs", "The Dialectics of the Relationship of

Forces in the Armed Struggle", and "The Dialecti, s of the Development of

Methods and Forms of Armed Struggle", which appeared in the second edition

of Methodqlog-,cal Problems of Military Theory and Practice, (1969),

/Military ,,t rat y noted that:

"War is an extremely complicated social phenomenon, and dis-

covering its essence is possible only by 4 sing a uniquely scientific
method -- Marxist-Leninist dialectics."
/

The ideology of the Soviet Union is Marxism-Leninism, and this ideology

is divided into: Marxist philosophy, (which includes dialectical and historical

materialism,) political economy, and scientific communism. The dialectic

plays an important role in theory at all levels. It, ne Western world,

philosophy has been primarily speculative; in -e ;oviet Union, philosophy

is a guide to action. The dialectic, to the S"..iet defense intellectual,

must be considered at all times.

Essentially, the dialectic is the theory of opposites -- thesis and

antithesis, -. which leads to the next higher level, the synthesis. In

military terms, this finds expression in:

"The appearance of new means of struggle always brings into being
corresponding countermeans, which in the end also leads to changes of
military operations. The 'struggle' of tanks and antitank means, sub-
marines and antisubmarine means, airplane and antiairplane defense...

0
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y)
this is the axis around which revolves the development of military
affairs, inryuding the developments of methods and forms of armed
conflict."

Therefore, when making an analysis of Soviet doctrinal writings, it

should be noted that the 'opposite' will appear somewhere, or at least an

acknowledgement of the 'opposite' will be made. For instance, a future war

is usually said to be nuclear rocket, yet "the possibility is not excluded

of war without the use of the nucl,'ar weapon," or that "war may begin with

a surprise attack," or it may "escalate from a local war." Too often these

appear as signs of 'internal debate' and 'tompromises between the Party and

the Marshals' to those not acquainted with N.arxism methodology.

It has already been pointed out that different points of view may be

given in regard to questions of military science. In fact, at times, dif-

ferent points of view may be demanded by the political and military leader-

ship. However, once the question of militaiy art or military science has

been resolved, and the matter becomes doctrine, any open publication of a

differing view is not generally permitted.

Among the constant features of war, as envisaged by the Soviet defense-

intellectual since 1960, the following have been noticeable:

1. Doctrine has two sides: political and military-technical.

a. Political side
1) against: aggressive, unjust, predatory wars
2) for: liberating, just, revolutionary wars
3) considers: war no longer a fatal necessity

b. Technical side is determined by:
1) radical changes in armaments and equipment;
2) combat training and moral-combat qualities of troops.

2. Constant features

a. Doctrine is for world war
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b. If not prevented, a new world war will be unleashed
by the imperialists

c. If unleashed, a new world war would be a decisive armed
clash of two opposed social systems - capitalism and
socialism.

d. War might be-in by surprise with massive use of long
range rockets with nuclear warheads.
Not excluded: World war growing out of a local. conflict

e. Surprise nuclear attack mo'st likely. Therefore primary
task is: To be constantly ready to reliably repulse a
surprise attack of the enemy and to frustrate his criminal
*plans.

f. Length of war: may ne short and swift-moving.
May be protracted.

g. Nuclear rocket weapon has decisive role, but final
victory over the aggressor can be achieved only as a
result of joint actions of all the services of the
armed forces and service arms.

ih. Future war will demand massive multimillion-man armies.

i. Troops must be ready to fight both with the use of the
nuclear weapon and without it.

From this brief examination of some of the constant features of Soviet

military doctrine, it can be seen that all vriters appear to follow a set

of guide-lines. Further, it is reasonable to conclude that these guide-

lines must come from higher levels of the Cciiinunist Party. It is equally

reasonable to conclude that the possible alterations or shifts in doctrine

also come from the Party.

Speculation concerning the alterations in Soviet doctrine which appear

to have taken place over the past threo or four years, can be made. If the

Soviets believe their own doctrine, in which they have emphasized the deci-

sive role of the nuclear weapon, then the United States from the end of

( -)
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World War II to the early 1960s was clearly the major world power, almost

without significant opposition. As long as the United States was the

world's major nujlear power, it could adopt any strategy desired -- flexible

response, massive retaliation, assured destruction or whatever the political

leadership might choose. In order to play an equal role in world politics,

the Soviet leaders considered that they had to place first emphasis on

nuclear weapons - both strategic and tactical. As long as the United States

possessed superiority in nuclear weaponry, the Soviet leaders had no illusions

that they could fight and win a non-nuclear conflict against the United States

and her allies. That is, the United States would scarcely submit to a defeat

of her forces In Western Europe in a non-nuclear war with the Soviet Union,

if the United States at the same Lime had a clear-cut superiority over tho

Soviet Union in nuclear weapons. Today, the strategic balance is different.

in 1962, Marshal iialinovskiy had written:

"Sovict military doctrine will change and will have additions....
Even its principles might change depending on actual historical
conditions." 45

And General Mc'jor S.N. Kozlov in 1966 noted that:

"...The process of improvement of evolutionary changes in the
framework of the existing doctrine constantly takes place." 46

These are paints to remember in any analysis of Soviet military doctrine.*

* This examination of Soviet military doctrine has involved some forty
books. Since these authors appear to be part of the defense intellectual
establishment, a list, given in Appendix 4 has been compiled to indicate
those books with which specific authors were connected and whether the
book, or the author, received the Frunze Prize. Military rank also is
given, when known.
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APPENDIX 1

DATE: January 14, 1960

SUBJECT: The Report dell.vered at the Fourth Session of the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR: "Disarmament For Durable Peace and Friendship"

Qj SPEAKER: Nikita S. Khrushchev

(Excerpts)
Comrade Deputies, you know that at its Twentieth and Twenty-First Con-

gresses our Party arrived at the conclusion that in the present situation
there is no longer any fatal inevitability of war and that it is possible
and necessary to banish war from tho life of human society for all time.
General and complete disannament: is a clear path leading to the deliver-
ance of mankind from the calamitics of war....

Subsequently, between 1955 and 1958, as I have ailready reported, we
reduced our armed forces by 2,140,000, so thtat their present strength is
3,623,000.

... The Council. of Ministers of the USSR is, submitting for your considera-
tion and approval a proposal for reducing our armed forces by another
1,200,000. If this proposal is approved by the Supreme Soviet, our Army
and Navy will be 2,423,000 strong....

... Why is it that, at a time when our ill-wishers have not yet discarded
the very phrase "pol Lcy from positions of strength", we, instead of coun-
tering strength with strength, are, in fact, wil~ling t:o reduce our Army
and Navy and, consequently, expendit ures on armament:s? What 1,s; the rea-
son? Are ve not being .;omewhat careless with regard to the security of

* our country?

We have made a detailed and comprehensive study of the matter and con-
sulted the military, the General Staff, and we reply without hesitation:
Our defense will be quite adequate and we have taken everything into ac-
count realistically ....

.. Soviet scientists, engineers and workers have made it possible to
equip our armed forces with weapons that were unknown to man - atomic,
hydrogen, rocket and other modern weapons. It is our economic progress,
and the achievements of our scientific and technical genius, that make
it possible to reduce the armed forces. We are also taking into account
the growth and consolidation of the mighty socialist camp, which is a re-
liable stronghold of peace ....

... l)rawing on these achievements, our scientists, engineers and workers
engaged in defense industry have created new modern weapons that are a-
breast of the latest developments In science and technology. This enables
us to reduce the armed forces without detriment to the defense potential
of the country ....

... The Party, the Government and the entire Soviet people give their warm
thanks to the scientists, engineers, technicians and workers to whose know-
ledge and effort we owe the great achievements in developing atomic and
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hydrogen weapons, rockets and all the other means that have made it possi-
ble to caise the defense potential of our country to so high a level, which
in turn enables us now to undertake a further reduction of the armed forces.

The Soviet Union has stockpiled the necessary amount of atomic and. hy-
drogen weapons. As long as no agreement has been reached to outlaw nuclear
weapons, we are compelled to continue producing them. To be sure, we have
to spend a good deal for this purpose. But for the time being we cannot
fully renounce the production of nuclear weapons; such a decision should
come as a result of agreement between the nuclear powers.

Our country has powerful rocketry. The present .level of military equip-
ment being what it is, the Air Force and the Navy have lost their former im-
portance. These types of weapons are being replaced and not reduced. Mili-
tary aviation is almost entirely being replaced by rockets. We have now
drastically reduced, and apparently will reduce still further, or even dis-
continue, the production of bombers and other obsolete craft. In the Navy,
the submarine fleet is acquiring great importance, whereas surface ships
can no longer play thie role they played in the past.

Our ,:med forces have to a considerable degree been switched to the
nuclear rocket weapon. We are perfecting, and will go on perfecting, these
weapons - until, they are banned.

The Central. Committee of the Communi-st Party and the Soviet government
can inform you, Comrade Deputties, tiha t the %;ap'ons we have now are formid-
able ones, but what is in the hatching, so to speak, is still more perfezt,
still more lormidable, 'lThe weapon thma t. is being devewloped and is, :Is the._y
say, in the portfolio of our scientists and designers is an incredible
weapon.

You will. all probably agree, Comrade 1)eput tes, that today thle questibn
of the numerical strength of the armed forces in our country has been re-
duced by a third, but their fire-power has ..ncreased many times over during
the period owing to the development and introduction of the latest types of
modern military equipment.

In our time, a country's defensive capacity is not determined by the
number of men under arms, of men in uniform. Apart from the general poli-
tical and economic factors, of which I have already spoclan, a country's
defense potential depends In decisive measure on the fire-power and the
means of delivery that country commands.

The proposed reduction will In no way vi:duce the firepower of our
armed forces, and this is the important thing. In fact, the reason why
states maintain armies is to possCess an adequate fire-power, such as will
be able to stand up to a probable enemy and restrain him from attack, or
repulse him effectively should he try to attack.

The Soviet Army today possesses such armaments and such fire-power as
no army has ever had. I want to re-emphasi:,e that we already have such an
amount of nuclear weapons - atomic and hydrogen weapons and an appropriate
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number of rockets to deliver them to the territory of a potential aggressor
- thaC if'some madman were to provoke an attack on our country or on other

o1 • socialist countries, we could literally wipe the country or countries at-
.t.'cking us off the face of the earth.

It is perfectly clear to all sober-minded people that atomic and hydro-
gen weapons are particularly dangerous to the countries that are densely
populated. Of course, all countries will stiffer in one way or another in
the event of a new world war. We, too, shall suffer much, shall sustain
great losses, but we shall survive. Our territory is immense and our popu-
lation is less concentrated in large industrial centers tnan is the case in
many other countries. The West will suffer incomparably more. If the ag-
gressors start up a new war, it will, be not only their last war, but also
the end of capitalism, for the peoples will see clearly that capitalism is
a source of wars, and will no longer tolerate that system, which brings
suffering and calamities to mankind.

Considering al1 this, the Soviet people ca:in be confident and calm - the
Sovlec Army's present armament makes our country completely impregnable.

Of course, iml)regnability is a rather relative term. After all, we
" must not forget: thlat our enemies - for some S tates aVow tleSe] yeS to be

our enemies, making no secret of their mili t:ary and political alms - will
not mark Ciiie. If they do not yet have as many rockets as we have, and If
their rockets are less perfect, they have a chance to overcome their tem-
porary lag, to improve their rocketry, and wil]l perhaps draw level with
us sooner or later.

The United States,* for instance, has set out to overcome the Soviet
Union in rockel: production within five years. It will certainly do its
utmost to help its rocketry out of its present state and raise it to a
higher level. But it would be naive to imapline that we will meanwhile
sit back and relax. Indeed, the Americans .:hemselves are saying: Why,
are the Russians going to play dice and wait for us?

Naturally, we will do everything to use the time we have gained in
the development of rocket weapons and to keep our lead in this field un-
til an international, agreement on (lisarmament is reached.

But a question suggests itself here. Since the poss•bil.ity must not
be ruled out that some capitalist countries will draw level with us in
modern armaments, cannot they commit treachery and attack us first in
order to exploit the factor of a surprise attack by so formidable a wea-
pon as atomic rockets and thereby secure advantages that may help them
win? No. Modern means of warfare give no such advantages to either side.

It is possible to attack first. That wouldn't require much brains -
it would rather require recklessness, and we realize, of course, that some
of our probable enemies are prone to this sort of thing. It is not an in-
frequent occurrence that the advocates of the policy "from positions of
strength" become hot-headed and reckless in one country or another, al-
though it would seem that Hitler's"laurels" should have a cooling effect
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on them. But, apparently, their minds are so befogged that they have for-
gotten" those serious lessons of history.

Let us suppose, however, that some state or group of states were to suc-
ceed in preparing and carrying out a surprise attack on a power possessing

- nuclear and rocket arms. Would the aggressor - even allowing for a moment
that he succeeded in striking a surprise blow - be able to put out of action
at once all the stocks of nuclear weapons, all the rocket installations on
the territory of the power attacked? Of course not. The state subjected
to a surprise attack - provided it is a big sta!.e, of course - would in any
case be able to rebuff the aggressor effectively.

We are aware that our country "is surrounded by foreign military bases.
We therefore distribute our rocket installations in such a way as to have
a double and even treble reserve. Ours is a vast territory and we are in a
position t,o disperse our rocket installatIons and to camoutlage them well.
We are developing 31ch a system that if some means of retaliation were
knocked out, we shall always be able to resort to duplication of the means
and hit the targets from reserve positions.

That should be quite enotigh to have a sobering ef:f'ect on anyone with
a normal mental ity, on people who are prepared to answer for their actions
to the peoples and who hold the destinies of the peoples dear. There is no
vouching for madmen, of: course. Madmen have always exIsted and will pro.-
bably not becot, e exLJtct in the future either. The on]ly thing is not to
forget Llrt-*whMIYas ;n the past the advent c¢f such madmen to power resul ed
in bloody wars, it would in our day be a calamity defying comparison.

Just as a teother siees to It when going out that no inflammable materiall,
no matches or clectrical appliances are left. within the reach of a ch~ld
Swh- may without knowing I t cause great damage to the house and the city,
so the peoples should see to it that the government,;, parliaments and other
offices on which the safeguarding of peace depends should not be infiltrat-
ted by people who set. themselves Insa .-, criminal aims. The peoples mus:
show great vigilance to prevent madmun from using t;.e nuclear rocket weapon
against mankine, until a solution is found to the problem of general and
complete disarmament and, consequently, of the destruction of all means
of warfare.

... Comrade Deputies, some of the Soviet citizens, as well. as our friend.,
the p-ace supporters in other countries, may perhaps wonder whether the new
big rcduction of the Soviet Armed Forces will not stimulate activity on :he.
part of the military blocs opposing s. The United States will have larger
armed forces than the Soviet Union ....

... That being so, will, not the reduction of the Soviet Anny expose our
country, and Indeed the cause of peace, to .anger? Will it not tempt L.',!
aggressive forces, the enemies of communitm, to begin a war against the
Soviet Union and the other socialist countr.es and thereby plunge mankind
into a new carnage? Wi11.1 it not undermine or lead to the loss of the
Soviet "deterrent", to use the curre•tL WLsturn .err?



We have considered that and can report to the Supreme Soviet that the
defens.e potential of our country will not diminish in the least. In present-
day conditions, wars would not be waged the way they were before. They would
have little in common with the wars of the past. In the old days the nations
tried to keep their armies close to the frontiers so as to raise a living
wall, as it were, of soldiers and guns at the right moment. If any country
wanted to invade another, it had to attack the troops stationed thus on the
border. That was how wars used to begin. At first fighting broke out on
the frontiers of the belligerents and that is where the troops were massed.

If a war were to start now, hostilities would take a different course
since the nations Would have means of delivering their weapons to points
thousands of kilometers away. It is first of all d-ep in the belligerents'
territory that a war would start. Furthermore, there would be not a single
capital, no large industrial or administrative center, and no strategic area
left unattacked in t:he very first minutes, let alone days, of the war. In
ot.4er words, the war would start in a different manner, if at all, and would
proceed in a different manner.

A reduction of: the numerical strength of our armed forces will not pre-
vent us from maintaining the country's defensive power at the proper level.
• We sha1, still have a.111 the means required for the defense of our country,
and our enemy will know it very well. In case he does not, we are warning
him and telling him outright: By reducing the numeriC'al1 stre'ngth of our
armed forces, we sha1.1.i noL be dimilish ing their fire-power. Oin the contrary,
their fire-power will incroase many times over in terms of quality.

If our Western pa'tners ,decline to foi.low our example, they will dis-appoint not on y progreýussive people, but all nations as well. If the West-
ern Powers persist, they will, thereby reveal their aggre;siveness and their
desire to contLnue th, arms race, and prepar t ions for a n)ew war. By thei r
policy of arms race, they will. be exposing themselveS still more in the
eyes of the peoples.

Economically, this prlicy will overload the budgets of the capitalist.
rtates and lead to an itcreasing tax burden.

It goes without saying that we shall have to Peend a ccrtain amount on
defense, pending agreement on general and ccmpL!.te disarmanent. But thii,
expenditure will be cut down as the armed fcrces will have been reduced.
Besides, this money will be used more effectively.

... If there are those in the West who imagine that the state of the Soviet
Union's econumy does not permit of keeping an army strong enough to assure
our country's defense, so mucl, the worse for those who think so ....

... The reason why we are reducing our armed forces is that we want no war,
do not intend to attatk aryone, do not wish to threaten anyone and have rno
predatory aims ....

... We expect that. the ihplerentaticna of this measure will require from
twelve tu •.ighi ecn r-,nths, or #_.-en tvo yearE ....



The men and officers to be demiobilized miust be given time to get used
to their new life. It mnight 1)e advisable to set up special courses for
thein te acquire new skil ls. We shall be developing civil aviation and
Somec of the airmnen will be able to use their knowledge and experience as
fliers. Sonic of the artilleryinen and fliers will be used in the newly
formied rocket units; miany of thcum will. be used in the appropriate b)ran-
dlies of the tiat: onal economny...

The Government. and the Central Committee of our Party are now delibera-
tin~g and studying the. question of' adopting, in due course, a territorial
system of organization of our anmed forces. It mnay prove a1 repetition of
what Vladimir LLyicli Lenin did in the early years of Soviet rule, but it
will. be in di fferentL condi~tionls and in a somiewhat different way. We believe
that the. territorial syStemN Will. he able to provide the necessary personnel
and conti ngent~s of p~opulation trained in the art of war and in handling
mnodern weapons.

Looking a head , We canl visual ize tila pos.. ib[1i ty or our mil]ita ry units
being formied oil th10 Lerr it.or ial. prilc ip i.e. TIhe mien wl Ui . get their mnilitary
training o t s ide the111 irW()rk i g hours and , whenever ne cess;.;.,ry, ,iappro~riat(!

mecans of 1 ranspo r tat lonl , suCh as3 a1 i re raft and o ther in!i .1 1 L~ary equ 1Ipmenil t
will1. manke *it possible to ma.ss thme for-ceS In Liha appropriate area of our

Icr i to y L I.1a11 say' ing thl, So t01hat , Inl (lecdi d in onl time p resent reduc tion
of our a raied fo)rces , you wi .1 1 alIso bear i n wiind the p roh 1emiS thait ma1iy arise
In the f UturI 1,l ail 111ng alg remimeni t onl d Lsa, rm vamm ...

*..As it is, however , thlere e'xist two canmops ill Liha world( today, each with
"a differentL Soe ia 1Sys temi . The count r ies ill th~ese Camp1s.- 81hap1 the hI~ poll.-
CiCs along11 ent ircl y d ilIferent Line~s Inl these ci rcuis t~ances., time I)E(hlulin
of I~eacceial. coQxistenlce, tha~t 'Is, of safeguarding tim world against the
disaster of a lilif 1ta ry C~onflict IbetWeen he two assent [ally antagonistlIc

*systems, lbetwub)n tile groups of countries in which the two systems reign
*supremle, is of paramlount limportance. 1t: is necessary to See to it that

the inevitable strugglec between them resolves solely into a struggle be-
tween ideologi._ýs and into h)WaefLL.1 emiulationl, or competi tion, to use a to-rnil
that. the capit.ilists find easier to understand. Each side will demonstrate
its advantages to the best of its ability, hutt war as a ineans of scttling'
this dispute mlSt be ruled out. 'IIis, then, is coexiStence as we Commlunlists
see it. We ar3 uiphold ing suich coexistence 1J.th01might, and mnain, and will
continue to do so.* We Conlsider tha. I t is Indispensable and inevi table In
the prcsent coaditions, Unl~ess, of course, one heads deliberately for the
lunacy of nuclear rocket war.

Somec Western politicians are now trying to mislead and intimidate un-
enlightened people who aS yet know little abou," commilunlist theory and to
whomn our communist philosophy is not clear. rthey seek to talk themn into
believing that since the Communists proclaim their faithI in the victory of
commiuniSt, ideology and the ultb-nate triumph of socialism and commnunismn
throughout the world, it foll]ows, that the Connmunists hiarbour aggressive
designs, that they want to conqluer the world, to rule all peoples, and
so on. Need we prove that these allegation.; aire nothing hut brazen lies
and slander?
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The enemies of communism misreprescnt our alms because they are afraid
of the 4 .nfluence which the peace policy of the socialist countries exerts

- . on the peoples. We have never said, of course, that our aim is to conquer.
the world or a part of it. What does "conquer" mean? It means forcibly
to impose one's terms, one's political system, one's ideology, on the emther
side. But then that is not coexistence, it is interference in tile intern.r•.
affairs of other countries, it is war. It is something we are most empha-
ticaily opposed to....

ii

I;
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APPENDIX 2

DANE~: 6 January 1961

-: SUBJECT: For New Victories of the World Communi~st Movement

SPE-AKERl: N. S. Khrushichev

(E-.xcerpts)
All peace-loving people waited for the answer the Necting [of Representa-

( t~iv~es of L~ight~y-One Marxist-Leninist Parties] wou~ld provIde to the most burn-
Ing question of the day - how to prevent a world nucl~ear war and establish
last~ing peace onl earth and friendikhip among all nations, and hlow to ensure
the peaceful coexistence of countries with differipg social systems....

:* .. he- Appeal to the Peoples of the WorLd conva~ins a fervid call for unity
in the struggle to Solve thle miost p~ressiiig problem of lour time - to prevent
a-.world war. Tho Appeal shows once again that it is w( , Ohe Communists, who
aire the most con~sisteiit chazmpicnis of the interests of the peopIle, anIta
it is we who are Showing .the only correct way to preserve and strengthen
peace...

..Now that a world Social iS si ysteim exiSts .111d there IS a1 Marked upsurge
r ~~bf anti-imnperi al.ist nati onai -iliberat ion revoluitions, we have had to determine

the further coo r~e and outlook of worl~d devel.ipment. And this is impossible
without a profound understanding, of Ohe essence, content and nature of thle
decisive tasks oC the( present. epoch...

*... The SUtatement of thle Mceting, define(s LhM ep~ochI in, t.hose. terms:
" Our. thi me, Whose 1ma in content is t1ý ýans !t Ioni from cap ital ismn to

sociz-li~si initiated by the Great October Soci diist Revoluitionl, is a time of
struggle between the two opposed social Syste.dq, a time of stocialist revolui-
tions and nati onil -li berati on revolutions, a time of the breakdown of Imperi.-

*alism, of the ab))Ition of the co~lonial systcmi, a time of transition of more
peoples to thle socialist: path, of thle. triumphi of social ism and commlu n 1 ism on
a world-wide sca Le.".

Imperialism has built up a gigantic peacetime war ma~ch ine and a ramtified
sy~stem of blocs, and has subordinated economy to the arms drive. Thle U.S.

* ~imperiali sts are bent on bringing the(- wholIe world( under their Sway, and are
threatenting mankind with nuclear missile war. Modern imporialism is increa-
singly tainted by decay and parasitism. .. . The facts inl cat Ing that thle.
imperialists are pursuing a policy of' outrageous provocations andi aggre 3ions
aire countless. mhat is no noveLty. Tihe nlovelty is that 1.t tie intriges of
the imperialis~ts are not only being conclusivel~y exposed, but also firmly
repelled, and their atcempts to start local wars are being) frustrated.

The present b~alanc:e of world forces enables the socialist camp and the
other forces of P eace for L~ic i.irst Ltile in lhistory to set themselves thle
entirely realistic task of forcing thle. imipurialists under pain of the down-
fall of their system, to refrain from starting a world w..r.....



PREVENTION OF A NEW WAR IS THE QU' STION OF QUISrlIONS a o.

"Cowrades, the Meeting centered its attention o tie issues of war and
peace. Al.l of us at the Meeting saw clearly that prevention of a world-wide
nuclear war was the most burn.ing ant! vital problem facing mankind.

The Meeting, charted ways aid hieans of making stl:l more effective use
of the new possibi ities of avrn in} \wor.Ud war aifforded by the emergence of
tile social.ist camp and Its increased might, by the new bal.ance of forces in
the world. Thie peoples trust lhai: tile Communists will use all the might of
tile sociali 1st sys tern and the enhanced strength of tile international working
class to r'id mankind of the horrors of war....

... Our Party reiembier-s Lenin's words to the effect that capital [smi, ?en
while disintegrating and dy~ing, j s nt lf capall.e of causing mankind great mis-
fortunes. Our Party, aLways vigilani:ly on guard against the danger emanating
from impe'ri ali sm , is educat.ing the Soy v[t peopl e accord ing l.y and doing every-
thing to prven iiLt the enemy from ever taki ig us by urprise. We altert the
peoplees to the d:miger of war in order to heighten their viwi lgance and rouse
rholei to act.i on, to raIl ly them to the sitruggle against wonl .d war ....

M..Wars arose wi.h Lthe dliv'si on 1f society in to classeos. This moalns that the
ground '0ur al'l w.i),-; will 110t be (:omplet ely eliminnted mtntil society is no
.lunger divided lato hostile, ant aguon istic e]Jase.s. The victory of ihe working
class throutig'hout the world and the I r IUlmph of social. sin wlJ[] destroy a11 thesocial and Iait ioi•.l cauIses ol war and mankind will be a e to ridl.itsel£ of

this dreadf'ul scourge.

In the present conditions we must d(ist] •igutsh between tile following
kinds of war: world war, local war, ind war of liberation or popular up-
rising. This is necessary iin order to Work o0.t the proper tactlc:s In regard
to each ....

... The Jmperial ists are preparing war chiefly against the socialist countries,
and above all aga~inst the Soviet Union, tile most powerful of the socialist
countries ....

,,. Now about local, wars. There Is much talk In the Jnmperilist camp today
about local wars, and the imperialists are evon making snlai,l.-caliber atomic
weapons for use in such wars. They have concocted a speci al, theory on local
wars .... A small-scale imperial ist war, no matter which of! the Imiperialists
"starts it, may develop into a wor.ld thermonuclear missile war. We must, there-
fore, fight against world wars and against local wars ....

... Now about nti ttonal-li.beration wars. Recent example of wars of this kilnd
are tile armed struggle waged by the people of Viet Nam and tile present war of
the Algerian people ....

... This '!s a liberation war, a war of independence waged by the people. It
is a sacred war. We recognize such wars; we have helped and shall continue
to help peoples fighting for their freedom ....
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..Can such wars recur? yes, they can. Are uprisings of this kind likely?
Yes, th *ey are. But they are wars in the nature of popular uprisings. Can
conditluns in other countries reach the point where the cup of popular pa-
tience overflows and the people take up arms? Yes, they can. What is the

* )Marxist attitude to such uprisings? It is most favorabl.e. These uprisings
cannOL b~e teleenLifled with wars b~etween countries, with local. wars, because
the insurgent people right for the right of self-determination, for their
social and indeptumdenti national deLvelopimuntI; these up)risings are directed
against corrup~t reactionary reg~imes, againist theL col~onialists. The Comn-
muliists support just wars of this ki(nd whlo.e-hecart~edl~y and without reser-
vations, and march in the van of the peoples fighting for liberation...

.. A world war in the present coniditions WOU ld b)e waged With missiles and
nuclear weapons, thatL iS, it would he tLI1e most. destructive war in hiistory...

.. The victory of social~ism on a world sca.1c, Inevi tabl~e by virtue of the
laws of h story, is now near. W;.rs bet~ween ':omntr ies are not needed for
this victory. ...

A sob' r coniside ration of iu!~h I nescal),A) I e consequveices of' a nuclear
war is ind .1spensa 1)1e If we are ru pur~sue, w I.L~li due cons is tnce , a po1. icy
of avertLugll wa*r and mioh illi.1, I ngtel))as [f- L HiS puI rpoSe. B(ecatuse th~e
very real.iza tioniO ot wliat Ia nuc Ieaz war Imp I i s st reng I iens tLhe resolvye of
the masse~s Lo f i ghit aga ins t war. It Is necesisary , the ie o:e, to-warn ,thie
mmasses about. thQ olvad y cOn`Sequence.'s Of a new wo rlId w~ir mind so a rousle the ir
ri ght.teous angecr againsý thoseC V.11m0 are i)Lot t i u t~l is cr~me. Thel p~o'S.i h il.ity
of. avert~ing war is n~ot a g1ift. f* rum above . P.,C uc canuc) tbe got0 b~y beg~ging
fer i.t . It: canl be seen red onily b~y active purpIoseful si riigg Ile . TlI 1,1t is
whiy we havec been wag ;i IgI LidI Sstruggl-e, and wi~l continue to do so ...

**.The Cnit~ral. Comm ittee and thec Sovilet gov.!rnmuntw.i 1.1 continueI to do
everything to incerease the0 ml]U ata ry li glat. ol: our count~ry, Since the imper L-
alists are continuing the arms drive... ,

.. The fighit. for di~sarmament 1,s an active fight against imperialism, for
curtailing its war potentiai. Thie peoples nftust do their utmost to secure
the prohibition and (leStrutmioil of nilclear wcapons and all other weapons

(of wholesale annihilation...

*... Lenin pointe~d out the need of cstablish igl contacts with those circles
of the bourgeoisie whio gravitate towards hpaci.fi.sm, "be it even,1 of the pal-
est hu.".

*... The Communisits cons ider it thelir sacred duty to make full use of all
the available onpIortullities to bridle the wac:llke forces of Imperialism
and prevent a new war ....

.. Recognition of the need for. the re','olmt~ionary transformati~on of capi-
talist society into socialist society is axi~omatic for use Soviet Communl-
ists, the sons of the October Revolution. The road to -,ocialism lies
through proletarian revolution and the chictacorshlp. of the proletariat.
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... Unity of our ranks multiplies the forces of communlsu tenfold. Unity,
unity, and again, unity - this is the law of tle world communist movement.

.. , It should be noted that at the Meeting the delegation of the CPSU ex-
pýressed its point: of view concerning- the formula that the Soviet Union
stands at the head of the social. Lst: camp and the CPSU at the head of the
communist movement .... Yet the CPSU delegation suggested that the formula
should not bc Includud in the Statement or any other documernt of the coin-
munist moveiment ,...

... It is a great rewrlrd for us Communists that tile potunt force of com-
muniism 1,i, now rea~iized not only by the peoples of the socialist countries,
but even by peopLe who do not accept the Marxist-LeniniSt doctrine. They
cannot help acknowledging the grý:.:t results of the deveLopment of our
countries, achieved on the basi.,; of the Marxi;t-Leninist theory. And
that, comrade.s , is immensely .important.

MarxLst-LeniniLs: theory is a guide to action, the guiding star for
us Commiuin is ts. Being tihe froi, t-rank( contingent of the working class, the
Communlistsi hav always regarded I t as tho sc intti f ic programme of their
s;trugg"e Cor vi,.:tory. They have, always put ;inplI icit trust in it, and
have always fought prescveringly for Its real ization. Today, when, guided
hy this doctLrInc , the socCial ist countries are at ta i ni ng maj or sMccesses in
the. e onoic (:011 cot it l.ion with the capital ist State s, the masses see that
soc al.ism, commw.nism, is the grea test force of our time, and that the

fCIo Lurehe tongs,< to comuii m
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) DATEi 23 October 1961

SUBJECT., Report to the XXII C611gress of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union by the Ministe'r of Defense

(USPEIAKER: Marshal of thle Soviet Union It. Ya. Malinovsky

(Tex t)
Comrades! Thle XXII Congress of our Comimunist Party is ind~eed a great

s tep in tile heroic hi story of tile SoVi! eo.ple) (. Like a hr ight sun, it
lights up who]) f utu re decades of ou ,r Mother~land, the future of all mian-
kind.

P17111i t meC, inl thle name11 Of tile personnel1 of our glorious Soviet Armed
Forces, t~o give you, thle delegates, of thils historical. Party Congress, ar-
dent, fighting greetings!

The common 11isL t1)s and l. the servi cemen of tile Armed, Forces together
with all1 thle. Soviet people fully app~lrove, theV foreign and Pomestic poi i 'y
o1 the Party, .i nSCHrI bd by i t ill thle pro0j CLc td ne(w Program plan of houild-
inf; tile 11zoSLth I'i g II and just, colliliwnlS s scifety. These maI;jCL[ usIi )1.nS hlave
evoked anl ouprec~edon te~d Cre~ativel upsurgoe in thle army and navy. A pmr-Con-
press compo Uit ionl W,1 V11~ide.Sprcad hn 010 leI oops,; ItV en(:omll)as;iq! the per
sonnel of all . t.he services of L~im, Armed Forces and h roughI1. cecel] ent re-
su~ltS. In thle aIrmny Mnd navy, the ranks of excel 1en t s;o hdlers , c~lass spe-
ci a1.its wer~e !- ign!i I c ant. ly i ncreased and new beacon I ires were lit, which
will br ing, adv. nced experi vuICU linL to th very cent.er Of thle army mass'es.
All this promoteS the ralising, of Combat Capal)41ility of' thle Armed 'Forces.

Comirades! 'I'le. rosul~ts of thle sel f.I ss labor of the ()c;vioet people i r
tile per:!od aif t(r tile XX anld XXI Conlgrese 2 thle granIld ioie oujtlook( for
development of Our Coon ltry on1 theL patII to co111mmon]Al 1%1w1s thoroughly and
dee-ply ilium!111II n~ed inl tile iepOrt of thle CentrIal CoilimuittCC of thle CPSU,
whichl Was giveI by that true. Leninist, that outstanding leader of the
Party andl the L,overnmaent, dear NikiL ta urgeyevich Khrushichev . They are
clearly revealcd in tile projected new Prog.,ram of thle CPSU. With Leninist
wisdom, in it is related the fundamental problems of modern social life
and the urgent qluestions1 of Party and 1govLrnlllent organizat.ion, and the
goals and tasks of al~l our actilvi~ties are clearly defined.

The contemplated Party l)Lans of comiuiniSL building, and tile first
results ill thlei~r fuillment111CI al~ready achieved, are startling Iin the~ir
grandeur and scale. Tihey are clear ttioyof the superiority of thle
social ist.- 13y.stem1 over till! cptist ySten, of the :invincihle force
of communism. There is nothing to contrast. inl the capitalist worl~d with
the progress ive~ movement of communism. Capitalism has no ideas, no future
which could attria .t and draw thle people after it. Thel( history of thle
last decades grap~hiical~ly confirms the conclusion of Marxism-Leninism of
the doo-m and inuvitable end Of the decrepit c pitaliSt Systeml. IHowever,
capital~ism, whi.ých is beino got rid of, in its deathibed convulsions,
threatens mank~ind with frightful calamities.

The imper~ial~ist powers are nurturing mad plans for armned attack on



the Soviet Union and other socialist states. Under various hypocritical
slogans., they reject Soviet proposals for general and complete disarmia-

* ment anu constantly build up the power of their armed forces. They threa-
ten to answer with force our just proposals on concluding a German peace
agreement and liquidating, on this basis, the unnatural situation which
has built up in West Berlin. President Kennedy speaks of the resolve to
preserve tile vitally important interests, in Berlin. But where is tile USA
and where is Berline What vi~tallJy important interests of the United
States; of America canl there be there? Nevertheless, the President of thle
USA is Increas~ing the military budget by more than 6 billion dollars, that
is, by 1.4 per cent-. lie promi~ses by the end of 1.964 to increase by 50 per
cent thle number of atomic submarines with 'Pol.arises '; by 50 per Cent thle
number of those strategic b~ombers which e must be onl runways ready for take-
off fifteen minutes; after the warning is~ given; by 100 per cent the num-
ber of 'Minutemen' missiles. lie is increasing thle ground troops; he is
bringing rifle production from 9,000 to 44,0(00 a month; hie is increasing
by 3.50 per cent thle armed forces for conflicts With parti ain movements in
oppressed countrie~s. And all. this is done, as hoŽ expresses it ,"to achieve
parity with the Sov Let Union."

Spakn d ~ il North Carolina onl 12 October, President Kennedy had to
-amtthat t.2l)(n Ihnvc changed and that the US;A was living, th~roughf ''an un-

usua.l timec. Angola and Al geri~a, Brazil. and Biizerte, Syria and South Viet-
nam, Korea and KLIwnIi L , tile Dom inican Republic, Berl in and even1 the United
Nations, all are prdOblems; whi~ch 20 years ago we could not even imagine.
And all this is happen ing wihen the two 0p1 )osod powers can destroy each
other.'

Weatoghe nwith Lefaa. lrenevitaily of wh ntSats noelngery exicts has

chnotytmnged iltelato br eath rs a fdterI oriie har1s not ght cmaesIt whn

totheisinither clorndn pofaraginq fathredi thle Coestlecue ofubi the
aggressorsc, typrustuIran, todaren thian cludbes sky wiethn mushroo-shape

atomcdn5 whirlwndso delath. thnow fc the Aeia imperialists have iz(onSve

nAltog naohsera te faansw iervtotheility~ulii~itv of wrnlogreitse aoie
Unong, the Imerilster pw shae. datill more warewply tnedisthe wheeln ofd

othyeir politicd toar brepat fratonsy andte unlehin ofr a1' new wiar.s whey
thae brouhtiiter ntoa tensuos towr llil wahitelil I hest. ]CM ftl

Agrssos a thnseratonn the dncrkeas ted prcticales preparation usforwabein
carrmicd outrlwiyd ohe death. co tres underiaithe huave ofeized Beln Sven-

na wa hierasI'asert the pentrleComitte of te Pary an the Soviet gvrlethv

hade trouinstigaternatinuabe ofteasures knownit heto.o o teghnn h
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defense capability and security of the USSR. Our plan for curtailing the
Armed Forces, which was being carried out, has been temporarily suspended;
our expeniditures on defense have been a little increased; the regular dis-
charge fromt the army and navy into the reserves of soldiers, sailors, ser-

LJ geants and starshinas, who have served out their -term of active military
duty, has been temporarily held uip; tests of tile nuclear weapon are being
carried out.

It goes without saying thait at number of necessary concrete measures
directed nt bringing Liha Armed Forces to a higher level. of comb~at readi-
ness h~ave been carried out directly .in thie troops. By strengtheni~ng their
defensive might., we thereby fuilfill. our interniational dulty before thle peo-
pies of all. counitr.ies. We are niot preparing to) attack anyone, but at: the
Salle timle We firmly Say thlat we, will destroy any aggressoi: ý.ao li~ghts the
torch of world war.

Tile social and pol it ical. essence of modern wars lit5 beenU thioroughl~y
disclosed inl the Program of thle Par LY; the nl at ionsh ip of' commun Ist and
workers ' part ies to thiese wars is p)oin1ted outin: i ft. 'Thle positionSf of
the Program onl these qu'ios ~ions hiave primary s i gni ficance for correctly
determining thle pathi of otir mil 1 tary cons truc2L ion and for solving problems

*connected wLIth preparin) Lihe people and the army to defend thle socia List
Fatherland.

All work inl th i s area, we, .the military , havo conducted under the
guidance of tIhe dvei 5101)5 of thie G0entral Colm i~t tee 01' the(, Party anid the
Soy i.e C government . ThM funldamcntal concrete task~s of the Armed Forces
and thle d i :ct ionl of' flin .I a ry sC rueC.u rhing ]i ouir country In present-day
circumls LanlceS was (dist inctl 1y anid expressively l aid dlown by our- Supremic
Commanideir-iin-Gb ief N i k ta So rgeyev ich Khruslii' hey in htis hilstorical, speech
at the IV session1 of the Supreme Soviet of the USSRt in 1 960. Inl the re-
port, a deep) anial ysis of: Ohe nature of modern wqar, Which lies atL tile base
of Soviet mlil Cry doct r~ine , Was given. one( of' the important positions
of this doctrinei- is thatL a world war, if Lt neverthe]L~ss is unleashed by
thle imperialist aggressors, wi~ll inevitably takc tile form of nuclear rock-
et war, that is, suich a war where the mnain moans of striking, Will be the
nuclear weapon and the basic me'anls of delive.-lng it to thle target will be
thle rocket. lit connection with this, war wiill also begin differen~tly than
before and will, be conducted in a di.fferent Way.

The use of atomic and thermonuclear weapons, with unl~imited poss'l.i-
J~iiesforthir deLivey to any target in calcul~ated minutes with thle

aid of rockets, perwi Cs thle achievement of deci~sive inilfitary resultCs in
the shortest period of time at any distance and over enlormlous territory.
As objects of crushing nuclear strikes, a tong with groupings of thle enemy
armed forces, Will ])e iInustrial anld vital ecenters, COMMUnlications Junc-
tions, everything that feeds war.

A future world war, if not prevented, will take on an unprecedentedly
destructive character. lt will lead to thle death of hundreds of millions
of people, and whole countries will be turned into lifeless deserts Cov-

ered with atfhes.
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It must be said that this is well understood also by the ruling cir-
.. clea of the West, and therefore they are trying to achieve their partial

aggressive goals by waging local 'little' wars with the use of convention-
"al and tactical atomic weapons.

Inspite of the fact chat in a future war the decisive place will be-
long to the nuclear rocket weap)on, we nevertheless come to the conclusion
that final victory over the aggressor can be achieved only as a result of
the joint actions of all the services of the armed forces. This is why
we are giving the necessary attention to perfecting all kinds of weapons,
teaching' the troops skillfu].ly to use them and to achieve docisive vic-
tory ov':: The aggressor.

We also consider that in contemporary circumstances, a future world
wor will be waged, in spite of enormous losses, by massive, multimillion
armed forces.

The PreS;dium of the Central Committee of the Party and the Soviet
government have demanded and are demanding f CoM us that special attention
be given to the beginning period of a possibLe war. The importance of this

, period is that the first massive nuclear strikes can, to an enormous de-
,gree, predetermLne the whole subsequent course of the war, and lead to
such losses in the interior and in the troops that the people and the.
country might be placed in excelptionally serious circumstances.

Evaluating circumstances in reality, it must be taken Into account
that the imper:ialists are prUpaar-ng a surprise nuclear attack against the
"USSR and other socialist countries. Therefor2,, Soviet military doctrine
considers the m3st important, the main and paramiount task .of the Armed
Forces to be: t. be in constant readiness for the relFable reptulse of a
surprise attack of the enemy and to frustrate his criminal plans.

The fact is that in contemporary circuimstances, any armed conflict
inevitably will esculate into general nuclear rocket war if the nuclear
powers are involved in it. Thus, we must prepare our Armed Forces, the
country and all the people for struggle with the aggressor,first of all
and mainly,in conditions of nuclear war.

Our country is big and wide. It is less vulnerable than capitalist
countries. But we clearly recognize that this would be for us an excep-
tionally severe war. We are deeply convinced that in this war, if the
imperialists thrust it on us, the socialist camp will win and capital-
ism will be destroyed forever.

Let me now reimind you of a few facts. In one of the official docu-
ments of the US Congress, it was stated "that in the beginning period
of war, 263 thermonuclear strikes, with an average TNT equivalent of
5 megatons each, might be carried out on the most important: objectives
of the USA." According to the calculations of the Americans, 132 major
military objectives and many different industrial enterprises will be
destroyed by these strikes and also 71 major ýA;ities. The general area

4 of radioactive contamination because of this will be almost half the
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territory of tha country. As a result of all this, half the population
will be subject to destruction by the nuclear weapon. According to cal-
"culations of the US Health Service, as a result of a nuclear strike on
Aicrican cities, "out of 188 million population, the dead alone will
number 53 million." In addition, a number of calculations have been
conducted, similar to those given above, but concerning other countries.
For example, they calculate that to put West Gertanly out of action, not
more than 8 nuclear bombs with a power of 5 megatons each are necessary.

We are especially surprised by *the militaristic position and threat
of war from Chancllor Adenauer and his D)efense Minister Strauss. And
what is this threat of tile lord keeper of the press, speaking in the
British House of Commons in the name of the govevnment, the conservative,
Heath?

Remember, madmen, that to destroy your tLLickly-populated, snall
countries, only a fuw nucilear bombs of megaton power are needed to kill
you in a flash in your own lair!

On 21 October of* this year, that is, not long ago, before Lhe Busi-
ness Council of Vir ' inia, appairently not without tLhe knowledge of Pres ;-
dent Kennedy, tile Deputy Secretary of D]elinse of t(he USA, Roswell Glr, pa-
tric, made a speech, which, brandishing the might of the United Statcs,
threatened us with force.

What can be said to this regular threat., to this petty speech? One
thing can be said: This threat does not frighten us!

We ardently approve tlhe propoa l1 of our Party and governmemit on con-
cluding a peact agre'mvn.,t withi Germany and %,e are ready to carry out any
task which will be placed beforc the Armed lorces. We warn our enemies
that if we havc to figmht, then we will find quite sufficient means to
carry out nucltar st.rikes and on a signifIczantly large number of the most.
varied objectlves of any aggressor!

American speclalists have taken for calculations a unit charge of
only 5 megaton.,. But, as you already know, we have nuclear charges from
several dozens to a hundred megatons, and oLr ballistic rockets, which
have splendidl) recommended thmemsilves, so that no one can have any
doubts about their abil. ity to lift off and tel iver such charges to aiy
point on earth, no matter whence an attack on the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries is made.

Obviously, in light of these correctiorns, tile American specialists
should make substantial corrections in the l calculations both as to the
power of the nuclear charges and as tý '.he n.umber which the Soviet Union
has. Those countries wlich off,¶r their tenritory for milltary bases and
for the building of rocket launching areas for the aggressor should also
think seriously al'out this. Thetse countries. have small territory, high
density of population and the starting up of a nuclear war would be a
complete catastrophe for them.

Now, permit me to present to the Congress the state of combat readl.-
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ness of the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union. Five-and-a-half years have
passed since the time of the XX Party Congress. For our Armed Forces this
has beei a period filled with important events cennected with the rearming
with new mod..-rn equipment and with the wide introduction of the nuclear
rocket weapon into the troops. This was a genuiiely turning point in the
development and accumulation of forces of our army and navy. In recent
years, on the basis primarily of the broad Introduction of the nuclear
rocket weapon, all, as they say, of the old services of the Armed Forces
have undergone serious Improvement. But the most important thing Is,
that on thie initiative of Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev and by decision
of the Central Cummittee of the Party and the Soviet government, a new
service of the Armed Forces has been createýd - thie Strategic Rocket Troops.
Tlh-se comrades, are troops of constant combat readiness. They already
have such a number of launchers, rockets and charges for them of megaton
power, that we, if necessary, can exceed by far the calculations of Ameri-
can scientists ;Ind the nilItary, which I spoie of before, and carry obli-
terating defeat to the aggressor and his country.

It mu4t be stressed that the Strat(•gic Vocket Troops xvere created in
conditions of a considt, rabl' curt-ailiment of tie numbers of thIe Armed l'orces
as a whole. By curtail1ing, where expedient , thtO number of troops and
etpecialiy oi lir' ctin apparzaILts and organs of mainteniancne, we simulta-
neuusly sign if (antly lsI'vrngthened and cont inlle to develop iLa every way
such services e1 theo Armed For es as; National VVO and PRO Troops (anti-ai:-
and missile deftnse.) Cop lctet'y up-to-date iII their technical equiplment
are our Ground Troops, Air Ioices and Navy,and military transport aviatioi,
which will be called upon to play a very important role in iuturc war.

The carryin g otit of lhe radical reorgani iation of the Armed F1orces
demanded the retiakiia, of the theory of milit'iry art, rule:s, regulations,
retraining personntel, espectially of icurs and gen, rol s. Now thlJ stage
of rebuilding i:i basically complIzt ed. As a result of this, the might of
the Soviet Armed Forces has immeasurably grown.

The leadin, and organIzing role in rebtilding the Armed Forces be-
longs to the Lealini.;t Cesýtral Committee of our Party headed by Nikita
Sergeyevich Khrashchev. The correct military-technical policy of the
Central Couimmittue, the successes of industry, thie outstand.Ig achieve-
ments of Soviet science and technoJogy, have permitted thie creatiol.,In
a comparatively short period of time, of a powerful, qualitatively new
,naterial-technical base for arming the army and navy with modern mili-
tary equipment, and primarily, rock'L (qutli pmenut

I consider it my duty. in tLh, name of thie soldiers of the Soviet
Armed Forces, to give decp thanks and gratitude to all laborers, our
wonderful workers, engincers, technicians, constructors and scientists,
whose creative, selfless work made It possible to equip the army and navy
with the most modern and powerful equipment, and allowed us to be th2
first in the world to launch a sputnik of earth, a space ship, and to
carcry out succvs!3fully the launch of a roc.wt with startling exac,:ness,
at a great distance, to an area of ocean.
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I must report to you that the volune of production of rocket arma-
ment in recent years has so increased that we are supplied not only fully
but also with a lagge surplus with rockets of various types and designa-
tions. Our rocket troops are now fully at a state of high combat readi-
ness. They carry out a coun-tant combat alert and can successfully ful-
fill the task,, given them. 1 can add that practice combat launches of
rockets ,arried out in 1.961, by the rocket troops gave convincing results:
of all 1,,e launches of medium range rockets more than 90 per cent were
made with a rating of "excellent" or' "good". And as for intercontinental
rocket.; they fulfiUled all their tasks with "excellent" or "good". It
may seem strange, Out the rockets landed with more exactness at the great-
er distance than at the nearer.

These, comrades, are real graphic facts about the might, about the
exceptional combat possibilities of our rocket troops, and we make no
secret of them. The soldioers of the rocket troops correctly understand
their tasks and tremendous responsibility to the Motherland. They con-
stantly raise their combat masttery. In the pre-C'ongress days a socialist
com)petLition broadly unrolled in these troops. I think that the delegates
of the Congress; would be interested to know that at the present time In
the rocket troops there are abo|ut 1,800 excellent subunlIts, and they are
great: masters of' their business, masters of hitting withonut a miss, any
point on earth. Good resultst in the sociallst competition in honor of
the XXLI. CongresS CPU were achieved by a great number of units and for-
mations in other services of the Armed Forccs also.

The Ground Troops In recent times have been significantly reduced.
However their combat : osibilitiJes have groiin by far. They can wage active
hjghjy maneuverable combat: actions at unprecedentedly high tempos to a
great operationai depth1b in couditions of usc, by the enemy of the nuclear
weapon. The Ground Troops , especially in beruler areas, are in constant
combat rendineo.s. The basic force of the ground troops now are the rock-
et formations and un-its of operational-tactical designation, armed with
nuclear and oti er rockets with a range of fiom several to many Ikundreds
of kilometers. E~ercises with combat shots confirmed the high combat
possihilities cf these rocket troops: Good cxactness of hitting tile tar-
,get, rapidity cf dep.loynent from the march for rocket launches, and the
ability to movc themselves to a great distarce without loss of combat
capabill. ty.

L We have net slackened our attention to conventional kinds of weapons,
in particular to artillery. Our motorized infantry divisions in numbers
of personnel are significantly less than divisions at the end of the last:
war, But in this the weight of one salvo, •ithout counting rocket weapons,
has increased more than four times. I.f you take tanks, then in our modern
imotorized and armored divisions, there are more in the mechanized and tank
corps of the period of the Great Patriotic liar or in corresponding divi-
sions of any NATO country.

Our Ground Troops, celebrated in battles of the Great Patriotic War,
are ready with honor to fulfill any task wlh.ci the Central Committee of
the Party and t:he Soviet government places before them.

[The rest of the speech has been omitted,]
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Kondratkov, .It .. lt. Col. 5/6/7/8

Candidat2 Phi].osophical Sciences
Konoplev, V. (. Col. 7/8

Candidate, Philosophical Sciences
Konovalov, V. A. Capt. 3rd Rank 9
Konyukhovsliy, V. N. Col. 29 Frunze Prize

Dr. llistorical Sciences
Korablev, Yu. I. Col. 9/10/29 Frunze Prize
Korniyenko, A. A. Gen. Naj. 18

Doctor ECconomic Sciences
Korobeynikov, M, P. Col. 41
Korochkin, B. P. lt. Col. 14
Korogod, V. I. Col. 23
Korotkov, G. I. Lt. Col.. 25

Candidate illstor ieal Sciences
Kotov, 14. F. Col. 41

9.
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Kovalev, A. M. 16
, Kozlov, S. N. Cen. Maj. 3/4/5/6/7/8/42 X Frunze Prize

Candidate Military Sciences
Kozlov, V. G. Lt. Col. 5/7/8

Candidate PhiJ.osophical Sciencis
Krasil'nikov, S. N. Can. Lt. 23

Doctor Mlitary Sciences
Krasnov, 1. 1. Col. 40
Kratynskiy, N. 1. Col.. 29 Frunze Prize
Kravchenko, 1. H. Col. 40
Kravchlui, N. S. Capt. 1st Rank .4/41

Cand idate Pedagogical Sciences
Krupchenko, 1. Ye. GCn. Maj. Tanks 43
Krupnov, S. 1. Col. '/8/16

Candidate Phi l.osophical Sciences
Kubasov, A. F. Gen. lU. 41

4 Kulakov, V. M. Capt. 1st: Rank 3/4/5/6 Frunze Prize
Doctor Iliý,torical Sclenci-es

Kurasov, V. V. Cen. Army X/23
KurochkiJ, P. A. (;on. Army 27/32 Firunze Prize

" Kushnirenko, K. F. Hng. Col. 30
Kuz'min, G. V. 29 Frunze Prize
Kuz'min, N. IV. 29 Frunze Prize
I'uznetsov, A. 1. 29 Frunze Prlze

Larionov, V. V. Col. 20/21/22 Fruaze Pr ize
.Cadi.date I Ull.itary Sciences

LIvanov, I. N. Col, 3/4
l~ipitskiy, S. V. Co].. 25/31

Candidate Hlistorjcal Science.-
Lomov, N. A. Gen. CoL. X
lJototskiy, S. S. call. Lt. 27/31
loza, D. F. 46
Lukava, G. G. Lt. Col. 8

Candidate Philosophical Sciences
Lukov, G. 1). 41
Lutsov, V. N. Lt. Col.. 41
Lysenko, F. I. Col. I

Makhalov, V. "'.. Col. 15
Candidate Historical Sciences

Malykldn, F. It. X Frunze Prize
,Mamay, N. P. 11

Candidate Historical Sol(:nces
Mareyev, 1. S. Col. 2
Hatronov, P. S. Col. 25/27/21.

Candidate Military Sciences
Matsulenko, V. A. Gen. Maj. 9/10/25 Frunze Prize

Doctor Hlistorical Sciences
Mazhorov, S. r. -o1.onel 25

Candidate Historical Sciences
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Medvedyev, Ye. V. Col. 3/4/5 Frunze Prize
Candidate Philosophical S .ences

"Mernov, V. F. X
Milevskiy, I. D. Gen. Maj. 22 Frurnze Prize Norn.
Milovidov, A. S. Col. 7/8

Doctor Plu-losoph ica! Sciences
Milyutenkov, I). M. Col. 26/32 Frunze Prize

Candidate Military Sciences
Minyaylo, S. N. Col. 27/31

Candidate Military Sciences
Miroshnichenko, N. F. Col. 26 Frunze Prize

Candidata e Mi.itary Sciences
Mukryakov, P. T. Col. 9/10
Loidowvmov, G. G. Con. Maj. Tech. 30
Mordvintsev, P. Ya. COn. Lt. 20/21
Morozov, V. .[. Col.. 6/8

Candidate I'll i.Olphical S, r Sciences
Mutsynov, S. S. Co.. 1.4
11yaskovskiy, P. R. Col. 9/1.0

Nadirov, Yu. S. Co]. 26 Yrunzc Priz.e 1om.
CandidaeL IM Iit~ary Sciences

Nikitdin, Ye. F. Col.. Ceo. Haj. 9/10/29
Doctor [listorical. Sciences

Nyrkov, G. M. Col. 20/21/22 , ri;e Ui 1 1orn.

OELt:serov, V. A. Col.. 1.5

Candidate Pedagogical Scionees

Oleynik, A. A. Col. 23
Orlov, A. V. Col. 23
Osipov, Z. S. CGn. Maj. 29 Frunze Prize

Candidat l Historical Sciences
Os'kin, V. 1. Col.. 2/9/10
Ostenko, A. Y.. Gen. Maj. Sig. Corps 23
Ostrouuiov, N'. N. X
Ovsyannikov, A. F. Col.. QM Gen. Maj. 30

Pankratov, N. I,. Co].. 9/10 Frunze Prise
Candidate IHistor:ical. Sciences

Panov, B. V. fol.. 25/27/3].
Canidida to Mili.tary Sciences

Parottkin, I. V. Con. Mal. 20/21/22 Frunze Prize Norm.
CandidateŽ Military Sciences

Pars.hit, M. Ya. Maj . Justice 30
Penionzliko, A. M. Gen, Lt. Vet. 30
Petrov, Yu. P. Col. 24

Doctor HLstorical. Sciences
Petrovskiy, K. S. Gen. Maj. Medi.c 30
Platonov, S. t'. Cen. Lt. 20/21
Plekhov, A. H. Capt. 2nd Rank 16

Candi date Philosophical Sciences
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Plotnikov, Yu. V. Col. 27/31
Candidate Historical Sciences

1Pobezhimov, I. F. Cen. Maj. Justice 9/10/12/29 Frunze Prize
Doctor Juridical Sciences

Podgornyy, Yu. A. Col.. 9/10
Polezhayvv, A. 1. Elng. Col.. 30
Poluboyarov, P. P. Marshal Armor Tps X
Popov, A. S. Col. 20/21/22 Frun;za llri;-e Now.
Popov, H. V. Col.. 7/8

Doctor Philosophical Sci[ences
SPoshi waov, G. G. i'zg. Col'. 30
Pozdnyakov, A. N. Col. Jus;tice 12

Candidate Juikd ical. Scicnces
Procktor, I). 1. Col.. 25/27/31

Doctor lltslo-rical. Sciences
Prokhlorov, A. A. (on. Mal.) 20/21/22 Frunze Pri:ze
Prusanov, 1. Co l. 4,4Pullanov, 1. 1., 1.8

Candjda tu 'c.morade Sc(iences
Puzik , V. M. Cap I:. 211d Ralik 6/7/8

Candidate Ph I.] osoplhical Sciences
Pyatkin, A. V. Col. 32

Candidate Philo sophical Sciences

RadziyovskLy, A. [. con. Cbol.. 23
Rleznichenko, V. ;. Gon. ;.laj. 26 Pr'un;me' Pvi:xc d/om.

'Doctor Nilit.a y Sciences
Rezvyy, R. N. Co].. 25

CandLdate HlistLorical, Scicnces
Rogachev, F. B. Col.. 1
Romanov, 1). K. Capt. Ist Rank
Romanov, P. 1. Col.. Justice 10/12

Candidate Juridical Sciences
Rotmistrov, P. A. Chief Marshal Armor 40
Rozanov, I. S. Col.. Justice 12

Candidate Juridical Sciences
Ryabov, 1. G. Co].. QM 30
Rybkiu, Ye. I. It. Col.. 6

Candidate of! Philosophical Sciences
Rybtyakov, M. M. L t. Col.. I

Saf~ronov, 1. V. Gun. Lt. 30
Sal'ukov, K. I. Col. 20/21/22 Prunze Pri•C NOtn.

Samorukov, K. M. X
Sapuiov, B. M. 16
Savcheuko, A. M. Col. 1
Savi•kin, N. I. 19
Sazanov, A. N. 18

Candidate of Economic Sciences,
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Titov, V-. I. Col. Justice 12

Candidate Juridical Sciences

Tokarev, B. K. Gen. Maj. Aviation 23

Tonkikh, A. V. Col. 48

Tyu,;hkcviCh, S. A. Col. 3/4/5/6/7/8 Frunze Prize

Doctor Ph.i.losophical Sciences

T.apenko, 0. B. Eng. Col. 23

Tsaritsyn, A. 'R. Col.. 23

rsvetkov, R. V. Gen. M1aj. 1

Tsygichko, N, P. Cen.. Lt. 20/21

Ustimlnko, V. A. Col. 9/10 Frunze Prize

Candidate Historical Sciences

Val'kov, A. 1A. Eng. Col. 30

Vaseudin, N. A. >1

Vasirl'yev, N. V. Col.. Justice 12

Candidate JurhlLLca Sciences

Verkhodubov, V. 1). 29 Frunze Prize

Veselov, S. P. B1g. Col. 24

Vetrov, N1. V. Col. 9/10/1.6 Frunze Prize (
Vaotcheulko) I. N w Col. 27/31

Candidate Military Sciences

Volkogonov, 1. A. Lt. Co.. 5/6 Frunze Prize

Candidate Philosophic.al Sciences

Volkov, B. A. Col. 30

:Vorob'yev, I. N. Col. 26 Frunac Priic 11cm.

Cualidate Military Sciences

Vorontsov, G. F. GeCl. Col, 29 Frunze Prize

Vostokov, Ye. I. Gem. Maj, 41

Vovk, S. S. 16

Yakovlev, A. Ye. Gen. lit. 23

Yasyukov, M.. I. Lt. Col. 7/8

Candidate Philosophical Sciences'

Yel'iseyenko, 1. Ki. Lt. Col. 27

Yeinclin, V. N. Gen. Maj. 23

Yeremrin, S. 1. 16

Yezhakov, V. I. Col. 25

Zaporozhets, A. V. 15

Doctor Pedagogical Sciences

'Zav'yalov, 1. G. Gen. Ma.j. 20/21/2 2 .,. Pri.;' No171

Zemskov, V. N. X

Zheltov, A. S. Gen. Col. 819/10 Frutze Prize

Zhuravlev, V. C. Col. .lustice 12

Cwudidate Juridical Sciences

Zimin, Ta. G. Col. 29 Frunze 1trize

Zubakov, V. Ye. 29 Frunze Prize

Zubarev, V. A. Col. lb

Zubarev, Ya. G. Col. 1/2
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